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Chapter 1

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

It is suggested by Heilman that ". . . most basal

reader programs mig?-t possibly be strengthened by more

emphasis on phonic analysis in beginning reading."
1

Durrell lists ". . . auditory perception of word elements

." and " . the ability to maintain attention in the

reading task"
2 as two of the four background abilities

'known to be important in beginning reading. Kdhmerker

writes that drill and practice are essential in reading

instruction and that music can be used to ". reduce

boredom for both children and teachers."3 Relative to this,

a number of first grade teachers have observed that many

children using the Harper and Row basal series experience

difficulty with word recognition when they begin preprimer.

three. It is also observed that many children at this time

also exhibit the inability to maintain attention to the

1Arthur W. Heilman, Principles and Practices of
Teaching Reading (Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Books,
1961), p. 242.

2Donald D. Durrell, Improving Reading Instruction
(New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 1956), pp. 42-3.

3Lisa Kuhmerker, "Music in the Beginning Reading
Program," Young Children, )OCIV (January, 1969), 159.

1
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reading task and that the excitement of learning something

new begins to wane. Similarly, some teachers express

disdain at the boring task of attempting to maintain,

through flashcard drill, the vocabulary that has been

taught previously. In addition to this is the problem of

also teaching the new vocabulary as it is encountered in

the text in an interesting manner. To remediate these

problems, some first grade teachers supplement their

reading lessons with commercially prepared phonetic pro-

grams and dittos along with teacher-made materials. The

general weakness of the commercial materials and programs

appears to be their lack of correlation with t.e vocabulary

and c,-.)ntent of the Harper and Rm.; Basal Reading Program.

The primary purpose of this study will be to

determine whether practice with correlated supplementary

vocabulary materials that introduce the element of music

and song will contribute to the development and improvement

of the basic first grade reading skills; specifically, the

ability, to recognize or analyze isolated words and the

ability to read and understand whole sentences and para-

graphs.

The test of this study is based on the null

hypothesis that the materials prepared by the author will

not cause a higher level of achievement in vocabulary

skills and in comprehension skills as measured by the

Gates -Macdinitie Reading Tests, Primary A, Form 1.

12
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DELIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

This study was limited to seventeen middle economic-

level classes. Nine classes were selected as the experi-

mental group and used the materials prepared for this study

concurrently with Harper and Row basal readers and supple-

mentary materials. A separate fifteen minute period was

scheduled three days each week for concentrated practice

with the materials prepared for this study in addition to

their use five days each week during regularly scheduled

reading .periods. The remaining eight classes were used as

the control group. The control group, like the experi-

mental group, used Harper and Row supplementary materials

and basal readers. The control group had a similar fifteen

minute period allotted for phonetic instruction three days

each week. A variety of teacher-made and commercially

produced materials were used by the control group during

this separate language period.

The classes were all located in the Fremont Unified

School District. The study began the second week in

September, 1972 with the administration of the Gates-

MacGinitie Readiness Skills Test
4 by all first grade

teachers in the Fremont Unified School District. The study

4Arthur I. Gates and Walter H. MacGinitie,
"Readiness Skills," Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests
(New York: Teachers College Press, Columbia University,
1969).
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was completed in March, 1973 with the giving of the Gates-

MacGinitie Reading Tests, Primary A, Form 1.5 Final

evaluation was made from the two Gates-MacGinitie Reading

Tests.

JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY

Success in initial classroom instruction is more
important than providing remedy after failure. This is-
particularly true in learning to read, since reading is
an essential basis for later school achievement.6

Failure in reading often results as much from

children's inattention and indifference to the act of

learning to read as it does from lack of ability. The

author has found no "one way" in his experiences teaching

children to read in first grade, or in his research of the

literature, that could be called "the way." However, a

different approach in a novel manner has often led some

lagging students to forget their dislike for reading and

drill. This study is an attempt to determine if a vocabu-

lary program that has been set to music is a valuable tool,

both in developing first grade reading skills as well as

providing a different approach in presenting materials that

will be both interesting and exciting.

5Arthur I. Gates and Walter H. MacGinitie, Gates-
MacGinitie Reading Tests, Primary A, Form 1 (New York:
Teachers College Press, Columbia University, 1965).

6Donald D. Durrell, "First-Grade Success Study: A
Summary," Journal of Education, CXXXX (February, 1958), 2.

14



Chapter 2

A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

AND RELATED RESEARCH

INTRODUCTION

The initial portion of this chapter is concerned

primarily with auditory, visual, and linguistic abilities

as each relates to the reading process. The lack of or

possession of these skills relates in varying degrees to an

individual's ability to recognize a word in isolation. If

the word is not a part of his sight vocabulary, the indi-

vidual's ability to analyze it is also affected. A similar

relationship exists between understanding sentence struc-

ture and comprehending complete sentences and paragraphs.

The final section of this chapter concerns itself

with the fact that many of the skills considered essential

for a child's participation in a musical activity are also

considered important in beginning reading activities.
1

1Gladys C. Uhl, "Singing Helps Children Learn How
to Read," Music Educators Journal, LVI (December, 1969),
45.

5
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AUDITORY ABILITIES AS THEY RELATE
TO READING

While reviewing the characteristics of poor readers

Harris writes that:

Poor auditory perception is . . . very prevalent
among deficient readers. While showing normal hearing
on the usual tests, such children do not distinguish
small differences in the sounds of words (man and men
sound alike) and have difficulty in hearing the sound
of separate letters and phonograms within words.2

The literature emphasizes the relationship of the

ability to hear separate sounds in words, the ability to

listen, and the ability to read. Durrell and Murphy found

a relationship between reading and listening in children of

different ages.3 Fiedler, in a study involving 1,180

Children, found a similar relationship in primary-grade

children with hearing lossei. She found that children with

hearing losses had problems in reading, spelling, and

phonics.4 However, Reynolds has found that there are indi-

cations that the reliance on auditory abilities as an aid

in reading decreases after third grade. His research

revealed no relationship between auditory abilities and

2Albert J. Harris, How To Increase Reading Ability
(4th ed.; New York: David McKay Co., 1961), p. 230.

3Donald D. Durrell and Helen A. Murphy, "The
Auditory Discrimination Factor in Reading Readiness and
Reading Disability," Education, LXXIII (May, 1953), 556.

4Mirian F. Fiedler, "Teachers' Problems with Hard
of Hearing Children," Journal of Educational Research, XLII
(April, 1949), 618-22.
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reading ability at the fourth grade level.
5

Murphy inves-

tigated the relationship of perception of word elements in

sight vocabulary growth, and concluded that "growth in

sight vocabulary in beginning reading is related to per-

ception of word elements. "6 Research by McNeil and Stone

supports this statement. They write that "to learn to

read, the child must be able to hear and distinguish the
.

separate sounds in words."
7

Sister Nila, in her study of first grade reading,

found four factors that appear to have a significant rela-

tionship to reading achievement. In order of importance

they are: (1) auditory discriminative ability, (2) visual

.discriminative ability, (3) range of information, and

(4) mental age.
8 Manning, in summation of the first grade

study he conducted under the sponsorship of the U.S. Office

of Education, stresses that "the efficiency of early

intensive formal visual and auditory discrimination

5M. D. Reynolds, "A Study of Relationships Between
Auditory Characteristics and Specific Silent Reading
Abilities," Journal of Educational Research, XLVI (February,
1953), 439-49.

6Helen A. Murphy, "Growth in Perception of Word
Elements in Three Types of Beginning Reading Instruction,"
The Reading Teacher, XIX (May, 1966), 589.

7John D. McNeil and Janis Stone, "Note on Teaching
Children to Hear Separate Sounds in Spoken Words," Journal
of Educational Psychology, LVI (February, 1955), 13.

8Sister Mary Nila, O.S.F., "Foundation of a
Successful Reading Program," Education, LXXIII (May, 1953),
543-55.

17



programs in developing readiness to read cannot be over-

emphasized . . ."
9

VISUAL ABILITIES AS THEY RELATE
TO READING

The importance of visual abilities as both

predictors and determiners of reading achievement is

emphasized by the fact that they are used as indexes of

readiness to read in most readiness tests. The Gates-

MacGinitie Readiness Skills Test which was used in this

study has seven subtasts. Two of the seven subtests

(visual discrimination and letter recognition) are tests of

visual skills and highly influence the total weighted score

which is used to evaluate general reading readiness.
10

The literature substantiates the importance of

visual discrimination abilities as predictors of success in

first grade reading. However, Barrett, after a study of

visual discrimination tasks, writes, ". . . it is not

entirely clear which type of visual discrimination task

9
John C. Manning, "Evaluation of Levels-Designed

Visual-Auditory and Related Writing Methods of, Reading=
Instruction in First Grade," The First. Grade Reading
Studies: Findings of Individual Investigations, ed.
Russell G. Stauffer (Newark, Delaware: International
Reading Association, 1967), p. 72.

10Arthur I. Gates and Walter H. MacGinitie,
"Readiness Skills, Technical Supplement," Gates-MacGinitie
Reading Tests (New York: Teachers College Press, Columbia
University, 1969), p..2.

18
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provides the most adequate basis for predicting achieve-

ment."
11

Investigations of this question fall into two

categories: (1) investigations of the ability to see

similarities and differences in letters and in words,

(2) and investigations of the ability to see similarities

and differences among geometric forms and pictures.

Nearly forty years before this question was raised-

by Barrett, Gates constructed tests to measure visual

perception of digits, pictures, geometric designs, and

words. The summation of the data collected suggests that:

. . . perception tests utilizing digits and various
printed figures, activate reactions that exert very
little influence on reading and spelling, whereas those
perception tests which utilize words depend on reactions
that are very important factors in both reading and
spelling. 12

Paralleling this research, Gates, Bond, and Russell

subsequently investigated visual discrimination of words

with visual discrimination of pictures and geometric forms,

and concluded that the best predictors of reading

achievement in grade one are readiness tests that measure

an ability that is later used in reading.
13

11
Thomas C. Barrett, "Visual Discrimination Tasks

as Predictors of First Grade Reading Achievement," The
Reading Teacher, XVIII (January, 1965), 276.

12Arthur I. Gates, "A Study of the Role of Visual
Perception, Intelligence, and Certain Associative Processes
In Reading and Spelling," Journal of Educational Psychology,
XVII (October, 1926), 441.

13Arthur I. Gates, Guy L. bond, anu David H.
Russell, Methods of Determining Reading Readiness (New York:
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1930), p. 8.

i3
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More recently, Marchbank and Levin investigated

cues which children use in word recognition. The final

conclusion of their study was that word recognition was

dependent on specific letters in words, namely the first

and last letters. The overall shape of a word was not to

be considered as a prime factor in word recognition.
14

Most recently, Whisler conducted a comprehensive

study of the effectiveness of visual memory lessons upon

visual discrimination skill and reading success in first

grade. An analysis of the data demonstrated that this type

of training appears to be effective in improving total

reading ability, especially word recognition skill.
15

However, it is concluded by Whisler that ". . . this type

of training is not an aid in developing comprehension

skills."
16

Taking into account the studies reviewed pe-rtaining

to visual abilities and how they relate to reading success,

it appears that learning to read requires rather exacting

visual discrimination and memory, especially of letters,

14Gabrielle Marchbanks and Harry Levin, "Cues By
Which Children Recognize Words," Journal of Educational
Psychology, LVI (April, 1965), 60.

15Nancy G. Whisler, "Construction of a Program of
Visual Memory Training and a Statistical Analysis of Its
Effects on Visual Discrimination Skill and Total Reading
Ability of First Grade Students" (unpublished Master's
thesis, California State University, Hayward, California,
1972), p. 167,

16
Ibid., p. 168.



before positive transfer is exhibited in the reading

process.

LANGUAGE ABILITIES AS THEY RELATE
TO MEANING IN READING

11

The ability to, recognize words in isolation and to

apply word attack skills is valuable only if it makes

possible the reading and comprehending of complete sentences

and paragraphs. For it must be considered that reading

does not take place unless the element of meaning is intro-

duced into the act of reading.17

Linguists write that meaning in speech is conveyed

through the use of pauses, through differences in pitch and

stress, and through intonation and rhythm.
18

Similarly,

writes Strang, comprehension of sentences and paragraphs is

dependent on the meaning conveyed by various arrangements

of words in sentences.
19 Strang further suggests that

children should be taught to think of ". . sentences as

constructions within ,zon'structions, rather than as strings

of words."
20 She concludes that comprehension depends upon

17Albert J. Harris, How To Increase Reading Ability
(5th ed.; New York: David McKay Co., 1970), p. 390.

1
8Ruth Strang, "The Reading Process and Its

Ramifications," Developing Comprehension Including Critical
Reading, ed. Mildred A. Dawson (Newark, Delaware:
International Reading Association, 1968), p. 25.

19
Ibid., p. 26.

20
Ibid.
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the skill to use the language, as well as knowledge of the

vocabulary pertaining to the passage analyzed.
2
1

Correspondingly, it is the opinion of Cammarota

that if children are given the opportunity to repeat word

groups, and then to read the same word groups practiced in

sentences, children can be taught to intuitively read using

the groupings natural to speech.
22 Cammarota, like Strang,

believes that meaning is conveyed using patterns of stress

and word groupings.
23

In support of these comments, several investi-

gations have shown that language factors which enable an

individual to obtain meaning from spoken language signifi-

cantly influence the ability to derive meaning from the

printed page. Goodenough found a moderate to marked

relationship (.79) between the ability to understand and

explain meanings of words in a vocabulary test and reading

ability.
24 Russell's subsequent investigations of spelling

ability and its relation to reading achievement found a

highly dependable relationship (.80) between reading

21
Ibid.

22Gloria Cammarota, "Word Groups in Speech and
Reading," Developing Comprehension Including Critical
Reading, ed. Mildred A. Dawson (Newark, Delaware:
International Reading Association, 1968), p. 258.

23
Ibid.

24Florence L. Goodenough, "The Reading Tests of the
Stanfotd Achievement Scale and Other Variables," Journal of
Educational Psychology, XVI (November, 1925), 523-31.

22
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comprehension and word meaning.
25 The research of Figurel

on the vocabulary of culturally disadvantaged children and

Thorndike's estimates of vocabulary knowledge for children

in grades two through six, showed that by grade six the

vocabulary level of the culturally disadvantaged children

studied had reached approximately 3,500 words. This is

comparable to the word knowledge of .first and second

graders living in higher socioeconomic groups.
26

Coiseguently, considering the literature reviewed,

if reading competency is proportionate to an individual's

experience with language as research implies, then reading

programs need to provide as many.opportunities as possible

to practice differences in pitches, rhythms, and stresses.

All of these are factors that give meaning to language,

both spoken and written. Without meaning, language serves

no purpose.

THE RELATIONSHIP OF MUSICAL
ACTIVITIES TO READING

Little appears to have been researched or written

about the interdisciplinary subject of music and the

2 5David H. Russell, "Spelling Ability in Relation
to Reading and Vocabulary Achievements," Elementary English
Review, XXIII (January, 1946), 32-7.

26J. Allen Figurel, "Limitations in the Vocabulary
of Disadvantaged Children: A Cause for Poor Reading,"
Developing Comprehension Including Critical Reading, ed.
Mildred A. Dawson (Newark, Delaware: International Reading
Association, 1968), p. 116.

23
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teaching of reading. This is in spite of the fact that

many of the skills considered essential for a child to

participate in a musical activity (including choral reading)

are also considered important in beginning reading by both

teachers and writers of texts for elementary teachers.
27

Bereiter and Engelmann begin their chapter on "Music for

the Preschool" by stating:

Music can be used as a very effective language
builder. Songs present statements: songs usually
provide a great deal of repetition of these statements;
the statements are made easier for the child to
process. The tempo of most songs is slow enough that
the parts of the statement are distinct and the child
is able to become aware of the words and their proper
pronunciation.28

The findings of Holmes, in his investigations of

personality and spelling ability, supports the arguments

that there are correlations between skills considered

essential for a child to participate in a musical activity

and skills also considered important for success in reading.

Holmes found that the combination of phonetic associations,

linguistic intelligence, tonal memory, and pitch likely

accounted for from 40 to 50 percent of the differences of

spelling ability in high school and college students.29

27Gladys C. Uhl, "Singing Helps Children Learn How
to Read," Music Educators Journal, LVI (December, 1969), 45.

28Carl Bereiter and Siegfried Engelmann, Teaching
Disadvantaged Children in the Preschool (Englewood Cliffs,
N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1966), p. 210.

29Jack A. Holmes, Personality and Snelling Ability
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1959), pp. 213-14.

24
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There are many similarities in learning to read

music notation and in learning to read words. Anderson

describes learning to read music as ". . . learning to

translate symbols into meaningful sounds. . . ."
30

Harris,

when writing about "the nature of reading," states:

. . . reading is the meaningful interpretation of
written or printed verbal symbols.. It can apply also
to the interpretation of mathematical symbols, musical
notation, codes, and other symbolic systems. . . .31

Thexe has been limited experimental research of the

hypothesis that teaching music reading skills will bring

about significant gains in basic reading skills. The most

extensive research to date has been carried out by

Movsesian. Movsesian studied the influence of teaching

music reading skills on the development of basic reading

skills. The population of his study consisted of 135

children. Movsesian concluded that the teaching of music

reading brought about significant gains n basic reading

skills, significant improvement in oral reading, and

efficiency in the development of reading comprehension.
32

30John M. Anderson, "Improving Reading Skills
Through Experiences for the Non-Musical Teacher," The Many
Facets of Reading, Thirty-fifth Yearbook of the Claremont
Reading Conference (Claremont, California: Claremont
Graduate School Curriculum Laboratory Press, 1971),
pp. 179-80.

31Albert J. Harris, How To Increase Reading Ability
(5th ed.; New York: David McKay Co., 1970), p. 3.

32Edwin A. Movsesian, "Reading Music--Reading
Words," The Journal of the National Education Association,
LVIII (January, 1969), 42-3.
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Project Thrust, a pilot study in Riverside County,

California, attempted to prove that experiences in music

would raise reading scores. While the results of the study

tended to support Movsesian's study, the small number of

students (three experimental classes and three control

classes) involved in the experiment makes the results

questionable. 33

The singing of phrases or sentences involves both

rhythm and phrasing. Moreover, learning to sing a phrase

or sentence sets up kinesthetic patterns in the throat, in

the mouth, and in the lips that serve as clues for both

childand adult. Kuhmerker describes an experience that

many people have had:

The phenomenon is familiar to most adults: get
them "started" and they continue the lyrics of a song
without the conscious effort involved in other kinds
of memorization.34

Fernald supports this when she writes that some

individuals

. . . remember things in terms of their own
movements. In the case of a word, individuals . . .

would think of the word in terms of lip and throat
movements or of the movement of the hand in writing
the word.35

33.Experience in Music Lifts the Reading Scores,"
Public Education Bulletin, Riverside County, California,
November, 1969, p. 1.

34Lisa Kuhmerker, "Music in the Beginning Reading
Program," Young Children, xxry (January, 1969), 159.

35Grace Maxwell Fernald, Remedial Techniques in
Basic School Subiects (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
1943), p. 182.

26
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Present day musicians and teachers of music think

of music as more than rhythm and melody.

They see it as an organized sound; chanted,
Shouted, played, clapped, tapped, taped, etcetera; an
activity through which every child can have a meaning-
ful, successful, aesthetic experience. . . .36

Durrell and De Milia write about the reading experience

in a similar vein:

Every child would like to read with expression,
putting as much emotion into his reading as he does
into speech. His speech is filled with expressive
animation; he wants to command attention, to interest
or astonish the listener. His voice, his facial
expression, his gestures convey the high significance
of his message. Speech is his tool for getting
favorable action and attention: he may be in high
delight, in desperate need, in utter distress, in tense
anger, in bewildered confusion; but whatever he says,
his emotion is revealed in his speech, facial
expressions, and gestures.37

Kuhmerker considers music a vehicle through which

the vocabulary and the meaning of a song is introduced as a

song is memorized.

After learning the song by rote, the children will
be familiar with the vocabulary and sentence structure
of the text when the teacher presents it as a wall
chart or in some other printed form for analysis. It
is at this point that reading instruction begins, and
all of the customary word recognition skills such as
configuration clues, phonics, and structural analysis
can be used. The song has served its purpose by making
the introduction to new words a multi-sensory expe-
rience.38

36Anderson, p. 179.

37Donald D. Durrell and Lorraine A. De Milia,
Plays for Echo Reading, Teacher's Manual (New York:
Harcourt, Brace and World, 1970), p. 3.

38
Kuhmerker, p. 159.
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Russell and Ousley, in the Ginn readiness program,

extensively use music and songs to provide for a variety of

enrichment activities. Songs are specifically used to

develop new vocabulary, word meaning, auditory acuity, and

rhyming ability. Songs are also used for dramatic play,

speech improvement, and rhythmic interpretation.
39

Morgan, when writing about how to "sharpen up the

flattest class . . ." using music, describes how

Children enjoy doing things that have music asso-
ciated with the subject or task. And teachers realize
that learning activities can be enlivened and strength-
ened through the use of music in the classroom.40

Corresponding to this, teachers have observed that

many reading problems ". . . develop as much from . . .

inattention and indifference as from lack of ability."
41

Nearly the same observations have been made by Durrell.

Two . . . factors appear to be of importance to
success in first-grade reading: interest in printed
words and books, and the ability to maintain attention
in the reading task.42

Concerned with the problem of maintaining interest

in the reading task, Uhl proposes a different approach

39David H. Russell aid Odille Ousley, Manual for
Teaching Fun With Tom and Betty (rev. ed.; Boston: Ginn
and Co., 1957), pp. 35-202.

40Rebecca Morgan, "Sing a Song of Subjects," Grade
Teacher, XXCIX (September, 1971), 76.

41Uhl, "Singing Helps Children Learn," p. 45.

42Donald D. Durrell, Improving Reading Instruction
(New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 1956), pp. 43-4.
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using songs and music as an aid in the teaching of

reading.

As singing is presented from a different book
using a different approach . . . lagging students will
sometimes forget their dislike for reading-and phonics
and slip into singing words they would never have
attempted to read.43

There was a period of several years that reading

instruction was in many instances based upon the premise

that reading should be taught primarily through visual
gb,

clues.
44

Linguists ". . . are now beginning to remind us

that language is learned first aurally and then visually."45

Lefevre feels strongly that

The first understanding to be reached in attempting
a fresh approach to basic language learning is that
"language is fundamentally and primarily audio-lingual,"
a matter of mouth and ear. Writing and printing are
based on speech and derived from it; their visual
representation of certain aspects of language reminds
the ear not only of the, sounds of the words, but of our
native American English intonation, the overall melody
and rhythm of entire utterances."

The following chapter describes the research design

of the study and the procedures followed in conducting the

investigation.

43Uh1, "Singing Helps Children Learn," p. 45.

44Kuhmerker, "Music in the Beginning Reading
Program," p. 159.

4 5Ibid.

46Carl A. Lefevre, Linguistics and the Teaching of
Reading (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1964), p. 4.
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Chapter 3

PLAN AND PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY

The primary purpose of this study will be to

determine whether practice with correlated supplementary

vocabulary materials that introduce the element of music

and song will contribute to the development and improvement

of the basic first grade reading skills; specifically, the

ability to recognize or analyze isolated words and the

ability to read and understand whole sentences and para-

graphs.

The test of this study is based on the null

hypothesis that the materials prepared by the author will

not cause a higher level of achievement in vocabulary

skills and in comprehension skills as measured by the

Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests, Primary A, Form 1.

The purpose of this chapter is to detail the

research method used in the study and the procedure in

which the study was carried out.

RESEARCH METHOD

An experimental research design was employed which

involved the selection of a control group and an experi-

mental group. The Gates-MacGinitie Readiness Skills Test

20
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was administered in September to measure the differences

between the first grade populations of the control and the

experimental groups. The Gates-MacGiAitie Reading Tests,

Primary A, Form 1 was administered in March to both groups

to measure the effectiveness of the experimental materials

that were introduced in September to the experimental

groups. The test scores derived at the beginning and the

end of the study period were computed for standard devi-

ation and mean differences. T tests were used to test the

mean differences of both groups in September and in March

as well as to test the null hypothesis stated in Chapter 1.

DESCRIPTION OF POPULATION

The children and teachers involved in this study

come from six schools located in the Fremont Unified School

District, Alameda County, California. The greatest

percentage of the children participating in the study come

from middle economic-level homes. The mobility of the

student population of the schools studied was minimal.

Selection of Schools

Schools selected for the study were selected at

random from schools in the district that used the Harper

and Row Basal Reading Series as their primary text. The

first grades at each school subsequently became the study

groups (control and experimental).
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Reading Specialists

The reading specialist at each school was involved

as both a monitor and a participant. Besides their daily

work with the teachers and children, reading specialists

kept the following records: (1) amount of time the

materials prepared for this study were used by the experi-

mental group (2) amount of time teacher-made or supple-

mentary materials were used by the control groups. Reading

specialists at each school also completed a Variable

Evaluation Form that was used as the basis of judging the

compatibility of the experimental and control group

teachers. The teacher variable portion of the question-

naire asked for a judgment of both personal qualities and

teaching abilities of the teachers involved in the study.

Two other variables were examined on the questionnaire:

(1) materials, and (2) other factors that might influence

the study. A copy of the Variable Evaluation Form may be

found in Appendix A.

FINAL STUDY POPULATION

Children included in the study were those children

who, completed both the Gates-MacGinitie Readiness Skills

Test and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests, Primary A,

Form 1.
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Size of Population

The study population consisted of 402 first grade

children. A count of the number of boys and girls showed

that there were 103 boys and ninety-five girls in the

control group (198 total) and 108 boys and ninety-six girls

in the experimental group (204 total).

SCHOOL PROGRAMS

Both control and experimental group schools

operated under the regular curriculum guidelines authorized

by the Fremont Unified School District. Special projects

funded by federal or state monies were not in operation at

any of the schools.

Each group (control and experimental) used Harper

and Row basal reading materials and manuals as guides for

the teaching of reading. An equal amount of time was spent

in both. the experimental and control groups in reading

activities. The difference was that the control group did

not use the materials developed for the experimental group.

The experimental group was guided by a teacher's

manual (see Appendix B) which explained exactly how the

supplemental materials were to be used. Workshops were

given by the researcher in order to avoid any misinter-

pretations of how the materials were to be used and to

provide uniformity in testing. Reading specialists in the
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control schools acted as monitors to avoid any introduction

of the experimental materials at those schools.

MATERIALS USED

Harper and Row Supplementary
Materials and Basal Readers

Both the experimental and the control groups used

the following Harper and Row Basic Reading PrOgram materials:

Janet and Mark, First Preprimer

Outdoors and In, Second Preprimer

City Days City Ways, Third Preprimer

Just for Fun, Fourth Preprimer

Preprimer Workbook (used with all four preprimers)

Duplicating Masters (used with all four preprimers)

Around the Corner, Primer

Workbook for Around the Corner

Duplicating Masters for Around the Corner

Real and Make-Believe, First Reader

Workbook for Real and Make-Believe

From Elephants to Eskimos, Subject Matter Strand

Workbook for From Elephants to Eskimos

Examination of the information obtained from the

Variable Evaluation Form indicated a variety of commercial

and teacher-constructed games and materials present in the

classrooms of the control and experimental groups.

Teacher-constructed materials appeared to correlate most

closely with Harper and Row reading materials. However,
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quality and amount varied greatly from classroom to class-

room.

Sound-Word-Sentence-
Meaning Sono Cards

The main variable in this study has been the use of

the materials developed for this experiment (a complete set

of Sound-Word-Sentence-Meaning Song Cards can be found in

Appendix B). The author correlated these materials with

the Harper and Row Basic Reading Program through the use,

primarily, of its preprimer vocabulary. The vocabulary of

the cards follows as closely as possible the same sequence

of vocabulary introduction as is used in the four pre-

primers of the Harper and Row Basal Reading series. The

intent of these materials is to develop and strengthen

early in the first grade experience the ability to hear and

visually recognize separate sounds in words, as well as to

familiarize the children with the vocabulary they will

encounter in the basal texts. Consequently, a sound

element was selected from each vocabulary word, stressed in

isolation, spoken next in the context of the word, and

finally the word is used in the context of a sentence. The

use of the word in a sentence provides some development of

,the meaning of the word. However, further meaning is

developed through the use of questions that are provided on

the back of each Sound-Word-Sentence-Meaning Song Card.

Many repetitions of the word elements and sentences are

provided for as the cards are sung to the tune of "Skip to
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My Lou" (see teacher's manual for Sound-Word-Sentence-

Meaning Song Cards for music, Appendik B). These materials

were setto music and song with the thought that songs have

advantages bf being able to present patterned drill without

the deadly monotony that affects many programs.

TESTING

Two tests of the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests

were used in the experiment: The Readiness Skills Test and

the reading achievement test, Primary A Test, Form 1.

The Gates-MacGinitie Readiness Skills Test was

given in September and was used to evaluate the general

reading readiness of the experimental and control groups

and to test for differences between the two populations.

The Gates MacGinitie Reading Tests, Primary A, Form

1, was given the last week of February and was used to eval-

uate the development of vocabulary and comprehension skills.

Publisher's correlations between the scores of the

Readiness Skills Test and the Vocabulary and Comprehension

subtests of the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests, Primary

Form 1, show a moderate relationship for the vocabulary

subtest (.60), and a fair degree of relationship for the

comprehension subtest (.59).
1

1Arthur I. Gates and Walter H. MacGinitie,
"Readiness Skills, Technical Supplement," Gates-MacGinitie
Readiness Skills Test (New York: Teachers College Press,
Columbia University, 1969), p. 3.
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To assure uniformity in test procedures, a workshop

was conducted for all first grade teachers and reading

specialists prior to the giving of the readiness test in

September. In February a workshop was held for all reading

specialists, who in turn supervised and monitored the

administration of the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests,

Primary A, Form 1. The following timetable was used to

administer the tests:

Gates-MacGinitie Readiness Skills Test

given September 11 through September 15, 1972.

Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests, Primary A, Form 1,

given February 26 through March 2, 1973.



Chapter 4

ANALYSIS OF Tr HE DATA

INTRODUCTION

The preceding chapter described the design used in

conaucting the experimental phase of the study. It

explained the procedures employed, the description of the

population, selection of the teachers, selection of the

children, school programs, testing, and materials used.

This chapter presents an analysis of the data collected.

The analysis is accompanied by tables which present

comparison of means, standard deviations, differences

between means, and levels of significance. Graphs showing

equivalent centile scores are used so that a visual presen-

tation of the results may be included. As a further means

of making the scores of the different tests directly

comparable, the raw scores of the different tests have been

changed to normalized standard scores (The Gates-MacGinitie

Readiness Skills Test and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading

Tests, Primary A, Form 1. Each has a normalized standard

score mean of 50, and a standard deviation of 10).
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STATISTICAL PROCEDURES

Mc _n and standard deviations were computed for each

group (experimental and control) on the Gates-MacGinitie

Readiness Skills Test given in September and the Gates-

MacGinitie Reading Tests, Primary A, Form 1 given in

February. These scores were then used to obtain the

standard error of the difference between the means of the

readiness and of the vocabulary and comprehension tests.

T scores were then obtained from the collected data by

dividing the observed difference between the two means by

the standard error of the difference between the means.
1

The criterion for the interpretation of the null

hypothesis was arbitrarily set at the following levels as

detailed by Johnson:

The custom is to reject the hypothesis tested if
the observed value of the Criterion is gi-.ater than
(lies beyond, usually) the 1 per cent point, to remain
in doubt if it lies between the 5 per cent and 1
per cent points, and to accept the hypothesis if the
criterion is less than the 5 per cent point.2

Since the sample size was large (204 children in

the experimental group and 198 children in the control

group), degrees of freedom for t values were established at

infinity. Critical t values are 3.291 for the .001 level

1Robert H. Koenker, Simplified Statistics (Totowa,
New Jersey: Littlefield, Adams & Co., 1971), p. 8.

2Palmer 0. Johnson, Statistical Methods in Research
(New York: Prentice-Hall, 1949), p. 65.
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of probability; 2.576 for the .01 level of probability; and

1.960 for the .05 level of probability.

ANALYSIS OF READINESS DATA

Gates-MacGinitie Readiness
Skills Test

The results of the readiness test (see Table 1)

indicated a close alignment of the two means :e)cperimental

mean 56.26; control mean 56.67; difference between means:

.41). Subsequently, the standard error of the difference

between the two means was determined to ascertain whether

or not the difference between the experimental mean and the

control mean on the readiness test was significant or

merely due to chance. Since the actual difference between

the means of the two groups (.41) is considerably less than

3 standard errors (2.278) and less than 1 standard error

(.759), no significant difference between the means of the

two populations could be found. The t test was then

administered and the observed value of t (.54) was less

than the .05 level of probability (1.960). Again, it can

be concluded that there is no significant difference between

the mean scores of the control and the experimental groups

in September at the readiness level.

Table 1 presents a comparison of means, standard

deviations, differences between means, and levels of

significance for each of the first grade groups tested

(control and experimental).
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Table 1

A Comparison of Standard Scores Achieved
by the Control and Experimental Groups

on the Gates-MacGinitie Reading
Readiness Skills Test

Experimentala Controla

Mean]. S.D. Meant S.D. M1 -M2 tb

56.26 7.17 56.67 8.03 .41 .54c

aNumber Experimental = 204; Number Control = 198.

bDegrees of Freedom = infinity (population greater.
than 120).

cLess than the .05 level of probability, therefore,

not significant.

Comparison to National
Norms

It was desired to discover how the readiness scores

of the experimental group (mean: 56.26; standard devi-

ation: 7.17), and the control group (mean: 56.67;

standard deviation: 8.03) compared with the nationwide

standardization of the Gates-MacGinitie Readiness Skills

Test (mean: 50; standard deviation: 10). The t test was

applied separately for each group (experimental and control)

against the normalized standard score mean and standard

deviation of the Gates-MacGinitie Readiness Skills Test.

Since the observed value of t (12.49) for the experimental

group and the observed value of t (11.69) for the control

group are both considerably greater than the .001 level of
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probability (3.291), one can conclude that there is a

highly significant difference between the readiness scores

of the population selected for this study and the norming

population of the Gates-MacGinitie Readiness Skills Test.

Table 2 compares normalized standard scores of the

Gates-MacGinitie Readiness Skills Test with the readiness

standard scores achieved by the study population (control

and experimental).

Table 2

Study Population Standard Scores Compared
to Gates-MacGinitie Readiness Skills

Test's Nationwide Norms

Group Mean S.D. M1 -M3 M2 -M3 t

Experimental 56.261 7.17 6.26 12.49a

Control 56.672 8.03 6.67 11.69a

Gates-MacGinitie 50.003 10.00

aSignificant at the .001 level of probability.

Teacher Variable

Realizing that scores may be influenced by factors

other than the dissimilarity of study populations, teacher

variable was also examined. Reading specialists at each

school completed the Variable Evaluation Form found in

Appendix A. Reading specialists were chosen to complete

the Variable Evaluation Form because of their daily work in

classrooms with the teachers involved, as well as their
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daily work with all teachers in grades kindergarten through

third.

Reading specialists monitoring the experimental

group evaluated 67 percent of their first grade teachers as

superior in ability, 33 percent as average in ability, and

none of their teachers as below average in ability. The

control group reading specialists evaluated 89 percent of

-their first grade teachers as superior in ability; 11

percent average in ability; and none of their teachers as

below average in ability. The .eeling was expressed that

in most instances, principals were careful to place good

teachers in their first grade classes. The t test was

applied to the percentage of teachers judged superior in

each group. Since the observed value of t (1.169) is less

than the .05 level of probability (2.120), one can conclude

that there is no significant difference between the per-

centage of teachers rated superior and average in either

group.

Table 3 evaluates the overall classroom strengths

of the teachers in the experimental and control groups.
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Table 3

Analysis of Teacher Variable

Superior Average Weak Total
Group

No. % No. % No. % No. % to

Experimental 6 67 3 33 0 0 9 100 1.169

Control 8 89 1 11 0 0 0 100

aLess than the .05 level of probability, therefore,
not significant.

Summary of Readiness Data

Analysis of the study population readiness test

scores (control and experimental) supports the assumptions

that the populations selected for the study were drawn at

random from similar populations whose means and standard

deviations are equal. Teacher competency appears statis-

tically equal. However, broad conclusions or general

statements pertaining to other students in other schools or

geographic areas cannot be made from the results of this

experiment unless the differences between the study popu-

lation and the norming population of the Gates-MacGinitie

Readiness Skills Test are taken into consideration.

ANALYSIS OF VOCABULARY AND
COMPREHENSION TEST DATA

The t test was applied to the vocabulary and the

comprehension tests of the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests,
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Primary A, Form 1, to assess whether or not the two groups

differed in achievement twenty-two weeks after the intro-

duction of the materials prepared for this study.

Analysis of Vocabulary
Test Data

Vocabulary mean scores were first examined to

determine the significance of the difference between the

two means (experimental mean: 59.64; control mean: 57.74;

difference between means: 1.91). The observed value of

t (2.298) was found to lie between the .01 level of prob-

ability (2.576) and the .05 level of probability (1.960).

Consequently, there was doubt as to the degree of signif-

icance of the difference between the vocabulary mean scores

of the two groups (control and experimental).

Table 4 examines the standard scores achieved by

the control and experimental groups on the vocabulary

subtest of the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests, Primary A,

Form 1, in February.
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Table 4

A Comparison of Standard Scores Achieved
by the Control and Experimental Groups

on the.Vocabulary Subtest of the
Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests

Test
Experimental Control

Mean' S.D. Meant S.D. M1 -M2 t

Primary A,
Form 1 59.65
(Vocabulary)

7.56 57.74 9.07 1.91 2.30a

aSignificant at the .05 level of probability.

Further testing was necessary to determine if

significant gains had been made by the experimental group

on the vocabulary subtest. Consequently, to answer this

question, the means of the control-and experimental groups

were compared individually against their respective

readiness score means (experimental mean: 56 26; control

mean: 56.67). The observed value of t (4.653) for the

experimental group exceeded the .001 level of probability

(3.291), indicating that a highly significant difference

between the two mean scores (readiness and vccabulary) had

occurred. However, the observed value of t (1.244) for the

control group was less than the .05 level of probability

(1.960) indicating that no significant difference between

the two mean scores (readiness and vocabulary) had

occurred.
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Conclusion of Vocabulary
Test Data

The results support the conclusion that the dif-

ference between the two samples did not occur by chance.

This enables the first portion of the null hypothesis,

which states that the materials prepared by the author for

this study will not cause a higher level of achievement in

vocabulary skills as measured by the Gates-MacGinitie

Reading Tests, Primary A, Form 1, to be rejected.

Table 5 illustrates the differences that had

occurred between the mean scores achieved by each group on

the readiness and vocabulary tests.

Table 5

A domparison of Readiness Standard Scores
and Vocabulary Standard Scores

Achieved by Each Group

Readiness
Skills Test

Mean]. S.D.

Primary A
(Vocabulary)

Mean2 S.D. 141-m2 t

Experimental

Control

56.26

56.67

7.17

8.03

59.65

57.74

7.56

9.07

3.39

1.07

6.41a

1.66
b

aSignificant at the .001 level of probability.

bLess than the .05 level of probability, therefore,

not significant.
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Analysis of Comprehension
Test Data

Comprehension mean scores were examined last to

determine the significance of the difference between the

two mean scores (experimental mean: 59.05; control mean:

56.54; difference between mean scores: 2.51). Since the

observed value of t (2.796) is greater than the .01 level

of probability (2.576), one can conclude that there is a

significant difference between the comprehension means of

the two groups.

Table 6 shows the standard scores achieved by the

control and experimental groups on the comprehension sub-

test of the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests, Primary A,

Form 1, in February.

Table 6

A Comparison of Standard Scores Achieved
by the Control and Experimental Groups
on the Comprehension Subtest of the

Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test

Experimental Control

Mean]. S.D. Meant S.D. M1 -M2 t

Primary A,
Form 1 59.05 8.44 56.54 9.54 2.51 2.80a

(Comprehension)

aSignificant at the .01 level of probability.

The comprehension mean scores of the control and

experimental groups were next compared individually against
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their respective readiness mean scores (experimental

readiness mean: 56.26; control' readiness mean: 56.67).

The observed value of t (4.719) for the experimental group

exceeded the .001 level of probability (3.291), indicating

that a highly significant difference between the two mean

scores (readiness and comprehension) had occurred.

However, the observed value of t (.192) for the control

group was less than the .05 level of probability (1.9E0),

indicating that no significant difference between the two

mean scores (readiness and comprehension) had occurred.

Table 7 shows the differences that had occurred

between the mean scores achieved by each group on the

readiness and comprehension tests.

Table 7

A Comparison of Readiness Standard Scores
and Comprehension Standard Scores

Readiness Primary A
Skills Test (Comprehension)

Ml-M2 S.D. Mean2 S.D. M1 -M2

Experimental 56.26 7.17 59.05 8.44 2.79 4.72a

Control 56.67 8.03 56.54 9.54 .13 .191°

a
Significant at the .001 level of probability.

bLess,than the .05 level of probability, therefore,
not significant.
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Conclusion of Comprehension
Test Data

The testing of this study was based on the null

hypothesis that the materials prepared by the author will

not cause a higher level of achievement in vocabulary

skills and in comprehension skills as measured by the

Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests, Primary A, Forml. The

first portion of the null hypothesis has previously been

rejected. The second part of the null hypothesis, stating

that the materials prepared by the author will not cause a

higher level of achievement in comprehension skills as

measured by the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests, Primary A,

Form 1, also is rejected.

SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS

The previously described tests of significance

enabled the null hypothesis, that the materials prepared by

the author for the study will not cause a higher level of

achievement in vocabulary and in comprehension skills as

measured by the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests, Primary A,

Form 1, to be rejected.

INFERENCES AS TO THE VALUE
OF THE MATERIALS

Analysis of the tests of significance performed

also allows certain inferences to be drawn as to the value

of the materials prepared for this study with reference to
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the first grade population studied. Keeping in context the

higher mean scores of the study population to the norms of

the test instruments used, it appears that a supplementary

vocabulary building program correlated to the vocabulary

and content of the Harper and Row basal series merits

consideration as a valuable supplementary program.for first

grade children using the Harper and Row Basal Series.

Chart 1 utilizes centile scores to show mean levels

of the control and experimental groups after twenty-two

weeks of reading instruction.

Centiles

90

85 .Experimental Control

80

70

Vocab.

Comp.

Vocab.

Comp.

Chart 1

A Comparison of Vocabulary and Comprehension
Centile Mean Scores Achieved

bythe Study Population
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Chapter 5

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

SUMMARY

The purpose of this study was to determine whether

practice with correlated supplementary vocabulary materials

that introduced the element of music and song into the

reading program, would contribute to the development and

improvement of. basic first grade reading skills; specif-

ically, the". . . ability to recognize or analyze isolated

words" and ". . . the ability to read and understand whole

sentences and paragraphs."
1

Studies and articles found in the literature that

related to the problems stated above were reported. There

was a great amount of research directly pertaining to the

ability to recognize and analyze isolated words, and to the

ability to read and understand whole sentences and para-

graphs. However, although many articles were reported,

1Arthur I. Gates and Walter H. MacGinitie,
"Teacher's Manual, Primary A," Gates-MacGinitie Reading
Tests (New York: Teachers College Press, Columbia
University, 1965), p. 1.
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research related specifically to the interdisciplinary

subject of musicand the teaching of reading was minimal.

An experimental research design was employed which

involved the random selection of schools for the control

and the experimental groups. The study involved 402

students from seventeen first grade classes in Fremont,

California. Children in the study came from middle

economic-level homes. The mobility of the student popu-

lation was minimal.

Each group used the Harper and Row Basal Reading

materials and manuals as guides for the teaching of reading.

An equal amount of time was spent by the experimental and

control groups in reading activities. Reading specialists

at each school monitored the use of the materials prepared

for the study, as well as recorded time spent in reading

activities (control and experimental). The difference

between the control and experimental programs was that the

control group did not use the materials developed for the

experiment.

Two tests were used: the Gates-MacGinitie

Readiness Skills Test, and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading

Tests, Primary A, Form 1. Analysis of the readiness test

data supported the assumptions that the populations were

drawn at random from similar populations who were statis-

tically equal.
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The t test was used to test the null hypothesis.-

T tests of the data obtained enabled the null hypothesis,

that the materials prepared by the author for the study

would not cause a higher level of achievement in vocabulary

and comprehension skills, to be rejected.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are based on the analysis

of the data collected:

1. Children in the experimental group, using a

supplementary vocabulary building program correlated to the

vocabulary and content of the Harper and Row Basal Reading

Series, scored significantly higher in the ability to

recognize or analyze isolated words.

2. Significantly higher scores were sf..milarly

shown in the ability to read and understand complete

sentences and paragraphs.

3. Broad conclusions or general statements per-

taining to other students in other schools or geographic

areas cannot be made from the results of this experiment

unless the differences between the study population and the

norming populations of the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests

(Readiness and Primary A) are taken into consideration

(see Chapter 4).
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Recognizing that there are many factors that affedt

a child's ability to read, the following recommendations

are made pertaining to further research:

1. Further study would be helpful in determining

the degree of influence the five workshops conducted by the

author had upon the final results.

2. Thy materials for this study were prepared with

four aspects of the reading process in mind: (1) the

ability to repeat a sentence spoken by another individual,

(2) the ability to hear and recognize separate sounds in

words, (3) the ability to hear separate words in sentences

and note their position within a model sentence, and (4) the

ability to apply either phonetic skills or syntax skills in

answering questions pertaining to the meanings of words in

the sentences taught. It would be valuable to know whicn

of *these abilities, or combination of abilities, has the

greatest influence on success in beginning reading.

3. Songs were used to provide many repetitions of '

sounds in isolation, sounds in the context of words, and

words in the context of sentences. How significantly did

the factor of repetition account for the gains shown?

Would similar materials be as effective if the element of

music and song were eliminated? Further studies might

explore these questions.
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4. The Sound-Word-Sentence-Meaning Cards used

consisted of 150 21/2 by 11 inch flash cards that emphasized

word elements within selected key words. Many of the word

elements used occur infrequently and have little phonetic

application. Did the techniques employed in this study

introduce the factor of mnemonics? This factor might be

investigated in future studies.

5. The vocabulary of the Harper and Row Basal

Reading Series does not follow a pattern of strict control

of sound-symbol relationships. Would like or greater

results be achieved if similar materials were prepared for

a reading series that strictly controlled sound-symbol

relationships?

6. No attempt was made to test whether the chil-

dren involved in the experiment were benefiting from the

specific words taught by the Sound-Word-Sentence-Meaning

Cards. Hindsight suggests that a series of ten or fifteen

Criterion reference check tests could have been developed

or should now be developed as a follow -up for this study.

This might or might not precisely measure whether the

materials and the activities associated with the materials

were responsible for the statistical gains shown.

7. Parental reaction to the Play-At-Home Games was

not examined during the course of this study. Since the

Play-At-Home Games were an integral part of this study,

their effectiveness should be examined in detail.
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VARIABLE EVALUATION FORM

This form has two purposes. The first purpose is
to evaluate the overall classroom strengths of the teachers
in the experimental and control groups. A fair evaluation
of the materials constructed for this experiment cannot be
made unless this factor is taken into perspective. So that
the information gathered on this form may be kept confi-
dential, use no names on this paper (neither teacher nor
school). For your reference only, designate the teachers
in your school by number. Use a separate form for each
teacher involved in this project at your school.

The second purpose of this form is to make a
listing of supplementary reading materials and programs
other than Harper and Row that are being used at your
school.

1. 'Teacher number (

2. Control or experimental group? ( )

3. This teacher displays the following characteristics
(check the statement which appears to be most true):

3.1 Displays both personal qualities and teaching
abilities that would be considered superior in a
first grade teacher. ( )

3.2 Displays both personal qualities and teaching
abilities that would be considered satisfactory,
but not superior in a first grade teacher. (

3.3 Personal qualities and teaching abilities would
likely be judged below average if a comparison
were made with other first grade teachers you
have observed. (

4. Please list those supplementary reading materials other
than Harper and Row that are used in this class
(commercial and teadher=constructed).

5. Please list special programs in your school that might
have influence on test scores.
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GOALS AND SUGGESTED USES FOR SOUND-WORD-
SENTENCE-MEANING SONG CARDS

AND PLAY-AT-HOME GAMES

By using songs, word riddles, and vocabulary mainten-
ance games (the Play-at-Home Games), it is the intent of
these materials to supplement and strengthen your present
Harper and Row Basic Reading Pro ram. Primarily preprimer
aria piTiBiriliFer and Row Voce u ary words have been used
in the writing and preparation of these materials. Some
key words have been taken from the first, second and third
readers of Harper and Row.

1. Cards 1-26 (color-coded red) and Play-at-Home
Game 1 can be used in kindergarten to introduce the
letters of the alphabet, their sounds, and the vocab-
ulary of preprimers one and two of the Hamer and Row
Basal Reading Series. The goal at thisrever is to
TWaea that letters have sounds, that the letters and
their sounds become words, and that words used together
become sentences. Since ohly singing is involved,
there is no formal reading instruction at this level.
The kindergarten teacher can use the activity of
singing to develop correct diction and speech patterns.

2. The first grade teacher can use all of the
materials in this set (cards 1-150, Play-at-Home Games
1-6) to teach and reinforce letter recognition, sound-
symbol relationships, and the vocabularies of the
preprimers and primfr. The word riddles found on the
back of each SWSMSC'` can be used to develop word mean-
ing and introduce punctuation. The games that accom-
pany each sequence are for maintenance of vocabulary.

3. The second grade teacher can use all these
materials to reinforce and maintain first grade vocab-
ulary and to review the word attack skills that ware
taught and introduced in first grade.

4. After first grade these mlterials can be used for
remediation. A child who experiences difficulty
reading these cards is reading below the primer level.
He will likely be lacking many of the sight words and
word analysis skills that are presented on both the
SWSMSC and in the Play-at-Home Games.

1Sound-Word-Sentence-Mean.:.g
Song Cards abbreviation

1
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CONTENTS OF THE SOUND-WORD-SENTENCE-MEANING

SONG CARDS

2

1. Red sequence -- Cards 1-26, Game 1. Cards 1-26
introduce the 21 consonant sounds and the 5 short vowel
sounds. The vocabulary of the key words and sentences
comes mainly from preprimers one and two. Each sound
in this sequence of cards, as in all of the sequences
that follow, is first presented in isolation, used in
a key word, and then the key word is used in the con-
text of a sentence. Sounds, key words, and key sen-
tences are taught, reinforced and maintained as the
children sing the sounds, key words, and key sentences
to the tune of "Skip to My Lou". Word riddles con-
sisting of antonyms, synonyms, closure, and word.
analysis clues are used to strengthen the meaning of
the words taught in the sentences on the SWSMSC.
These riddles are found on the back of the cards. Key
word vocabulary is maintained through the use of the
Play-at-Home Games that are provided for each sequence
of the SWSMSC.

2. Orange Sequence -- Cards 27-51, Game 2. Cards
27-51 cover the first sequence of digraphs, blends,
dipthongs, and phonograms. The vocabulary of the key
words and sentences comes mainly from preprimers two
and three.

3. Yellow Sequence -- Cards 52-74, Game 3. Cards
52 -71 provide practice using additional key words for
the short vowel sounds. The vocabulary of the key
words and sentences used in this sequence comes mainly
from preprimers one and two. Long vowels are taught
separately as phonograms in the orange, green, blue
and violet sequences.

4. Green Sequence -- Cards 75-100, Game 14.. Cards
75-100 contain phonograms found mainly in words used
in all four preprimers.

5. Blue Sequence -- Cards 101-126, Game 5. Cards
101-126 complete the second sequence of digraphs,
blends, and dipthongs. This sequence emphasises the
vocabulary of the primer.

6. Violet Sequence -- Cards 127-150, Game 6. Cards
127-150 present 26 additional phonograms. The phono-
grams in this sequence are found in the preprimer andprimer vocabulary.
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3

Cards 1-150, Games 1-6. The sentence words with their
coded vocabulary levels are found on the back of each SWSMSC
in the upper right corner (see illustration). Card number
116 is used as an example: H&R: Earrings LW4. (label word,
preprimer 41 are 3 (preprimer 3), for 2 (preprimer 2), girls
p (primer). The numbers 1,2,3 or ii.used by themselves
indicate preprimer levels 1-4. P is the code for primer.
R is the code for reader. R3 is the code for the third
reader. RW means rhyming word. RW3 means rhyming word
found in preprimer 3. .

116.

/Ir/ in girl Earrings are for 0041 EAR: Earrings LW4. are 3. for 2. girls P
1. 2. 3. 4-

4. You hear this word when you say far and star. It is used in each of these sentences:
Are you ready? We ars going now. (2)

P. It ends in lore/ like none and store. It is used in each of those sentences: Ube is
this for/ hake ease C004103 foray teacher. (3)

C. It ends in /Inge/ like rings and kings. Girls wear these. (l)
D. It has /Ir/ in it like bird and circle. The opposite of boys ere (4)
E. You se. this at the end of a sentence when soneone Is mmd. happy, or scared. (I)

s.yat w41...): 011.

Do This Now Before Reading Farther

Become familiar with your set of SWSMSC and save
yourself hours of work later by color coding and notching
your cards now. This will make sure that you don't have
cards upside down or backwards when you want to use them
as flash cards.' It will also aid you in putting them back
into sequence after they have been used by the children.
Color code your cards by taking a felt tip and running it
around the outside edge of the cards. The following color
code is suggested: color code cards 1-26 red, cards 27-51
orange, cards 52-74. yellow, cards 75-100 green, cards 101-
126 blue, and cards 127-150 violet.

Notch your cards on the upper left corner with a paper
cutter. A notch in the upper left corner not only'aids in
putting the cards back together, it establishes the left
side of the card as the side to begin reading on.

.70
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INTRODUCING THE SOUND- WORD- SENTENCE-
MEANING SONG CARDS

4.

The SWSMSC were written to be sung to the melody of the
folk tune, "Skip to My Lou". Your first lesson is to teach
the tune, "Skip to My Lou ".

C
Fly in the

G7
Fly in the

C
Fly in the

G7
Skip to my

C
buttermilk, shoo fly shoo

G7
buttermilk, shoo fly shoo

C
buttermilk, shoo fly shoo

C
lou, my darling

Here is how the SWSMSC number one looks when it is
sung to the tune of "Skip to My Lou".

C C
/a/ in and, Janet and Mark, jump!

G7 G7
/a/ in and, Janet and Mark, jump!

C C
/a/ in and, Janet and Mark, jump!

G7
Learning my phonic skills, skills, skills!

Many teachers have their children clap en the words,
"skills, skills, skills."

%1
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A SAMPLE LESSON USING THE SOUND-WORD-

SENTENCE-MEANING SONG CARDS

5

After the teacher has taught the class to sing "Skip to
My Lou" and the verse to card number one, she holds up card
number one and says, "This is the verse that we have been
singing: Vs/ in and, Janet and Mark, jump:" She then
points to the letter "a" and says, '.!This is the lover case
letter 'a'. Sometimes it tells you to say /a/ as in the
word 'and'." The teacher then points to the word "and" and
says, "Here is the Nord 'and'. It is spelled a - n - d,
'end'. Now you spcL1 and say the word with me: a - n - d,
'and'. Very good!" The teacher now points to each word in
the sentence and say.., "These words tell you to say, 'Janet
and Mark, jump!' Say tne words as I point to them. Good
going! Now look carefully at the numbers one, two, three
and four that you have in front of you (pupil-response
cards). Which of these numbers is the same number that you
see beneath the word 'and'? Number two -- excellent! Now
who can remember what the letter 'a' tells us to say when
we say the word 'and'? That is. right. The letter 'a' tells
us to say /a/, in the word 'and'. When we say /a/ what word
are we going to think of? That's right -- 'and'. Now when
we say the phrase l/a/ in and', what is the sentence we are
going to think of? Good -- 'Janet and Mark, jump!'
Excellent! Now let's sing the verse we have just learned.
I'll point to the words as we sing them. One, two, ready,
sing . . . ."

A kindergarten or first grade child's first experience_
with the Sound-Word-Sentence-Meaning Song Cards should be
that of learning to make the sound correctly, remembering
the key word that contains the sound, and remembering the
key sentence that the key word is used in. The number of
cards taught will depend on the class's learning span.

USING THE RIDDLES

During the field testing of these materials it was
found that the first grade children soon learned to sing
a sound, its key word, and its key sentence. But this did
not necessarily mean that they could associate a sound with
a letter, or a spoken word with a word flashed, or read the
sentence shown. Sounds, key words, and key sentences were
rapidly memorized because they could be sung. While this
develops useful speech and diction patterns, until inde-
pendent thinking has taken place, it does not provide the
opportunity for the childreneto apply the word analysis
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skills and sight word knowledge they have acquired. It
takes the interaction of the teacher and the child at this
low level of learning to make this take place. The riddles
on the back of each card were written for this purpose,
Because the children respond to these questions by holding
up numbers (or fingers to indicate a number), these mate-
rials can be used with small groups or with the total class.
This provides the teacher with the opportunity to rapidly
see how well the class is developing a sight vocabulary and
applying the skills taught. For these materiels to be
effective, drill with the riddles must be done once or
twice weekly. Choose the cards that contain the words that
the children are having the most difficulty with during
oral reading. Start keeping a "stinker-word" list now.

USING THE PLAY-AT-HOME GAMES

When you feel that the vocabulary of a SWSMSC sequence
has been mastered, use a copier to make a duplicating
master of the corresponding Play -at -Home Game. Run them
on the backs of other papers you are preparing for your
children. With luck some of your children's work, along
with a Play -at -Home Game, will get home. Field testing
indicates that children do take Play-at-Home Games home.

Play-at-Home Games are easy to play vocabulary main-
tenance games. Children simply roll a die and read as
many words as the number they have rolled on the die. They
then advance towards Win the number of words they read
correctly. Plastic die are noisy. It is suggested that
you cut foam into cubes and let your children make their
own die. Markers can be a variety of objects. One teacher
gives each child a red and white bean along with these
instructions: "Take these two beans home. Use them as
markers when you play with mom or dad. When you have
finished your game, plant your beans in wet cotton like I
showed you today." She has gotten many favorable responses
from parents.

A word of caution: Never send a Play-at-Home Game
home with a child unless that child knows the vocabulary
of the game board as well as how to play the game. Remem-
ber that these are vocabulary maintenance games -- they
do not teach new words.

3
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a in an
Janetand

2.
Mark, jump/

3.
1.

/a/ in and Janet and Mark. Jumpl 110: Janet 1, and 1. Mirk 1. Jump 1
1. 2. 3. b.

A. It ends like pot and Jet. It 1s the nano of a little girl. (1)
P. It sods like pump end stump. If you saw shoot you adght' . (4)
C. It begins with /e/. You beer It in the middle of the plarearJenst and Murk. (2)
D. It sods like lark and perk. It is the name of a little boy. (3)
I. When you see this you .sight Le med. luny, or seared.' (I)
P. Whom you see this In a ssatmes you take a big breath between the words. (,)

114LIVIllievole. to AI,

/b/ la big Murk is too big. Mkt: Murk 1. Is 2. tool. big 3

A. It emdm like pig and wig. quo apposite of little is (4)
b. You hear /ark/ at the and of thin word. It 1m s mans. (1)
C. You besr/oo/ st the awl of this word. The card resda. 'lurk is Mg . (3)
D. It starts with /1/ and you hear It when you soy fiat end hie. Our roods,

"Mark toe big.'. (2)
E . Masi yes ass thin at the end of s sentence It tells you to atop. (4

2.

in can
YeS, can

3.

/A/ in .en" Yes. I can go.
1. 2. 3. U.

Mils Yes 3. I 1, eau 1. go 1

A. It ends like pen and fan. Sometimes we buy tomato soup in . (3)
.B. It is letter's moms. The curd reeds. "Yes. can so ". (21

C. It starts with /y/. Tbs opposite of mo . (1)
D. It starts with /g/. The card reads, "Yes. I irsa .". (4)
E . When you see this et the end of s aunts... It ternyou to step. (.)

saabLairmosiL (f 7*.

3.

7 4
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iu.own

Ionk down here, Dacld
'-'311111MOF

/d/ is down Look down hero, Daddy! IDS: Look 2, down 1, bore 1, Daddy 2
1. 2. 3. , 4.

A. It starts with /d/. Another word for father is (4)
D. It starts with /b/. Mark, will you cows (M-
C. It vonds_like town and clown. The opposite of up is . (2)
D. It ends lip book awed hook. Something you can do wliryour oyes is . (1)

Men you see this t the end of a sentence you alebt be nod, happy, iresoared. (I)

4.

_o-Land
2:-

Janet ,l
q.

7.

/s/ in get Go and get Jasoatt MR: 00 1, and 1, get 3, Janet 1

1. 2. 3. 4.
A. It starts with /g/ and mods like wet and set. The card reads, "Go and isnotl".(3)

D. It starts with /g/. Daddy sold, "Sorry Nether, wears ready to ." ITT

C. It mods like hand and bead. Ws use this word abeam, talk abouttwo people:
Janet and Dark, Tea and Dotty. (2)

D. It ends like bet and sot. It is a girl's sone. (4)

I. When you see this at the end of a sentence you slight be mad, happy, or scared. (I)

sapht.winua.t. 077..

/f/ in for this is far you. rig: This 2, is 1, for 2, you 2
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. It starts with /th/. She cord reads. " is for yon.". (1)
D. It starts with /f/. The cord reads. "Tin is yem. ". (3)

C. It starts with /I/ like the words if and lc. ni card reads, "Thin for you.".(2)

D. It starts with /7/. Yon hear a letter's mass when you say this word. (4)
I. When yen see this at the end of s sentence it tells you to stop. (.)

75
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/g/ in goad Good morning to you! BAR: Good 2, morning 3, to 2, you 2
4.

A. It as 'Ike sing and ring. The opposite or evening is . t2)
B.. It ends like wood and hood. The opposite of bed is :--r].)
C. It starts with /t/. The card reads, "Good morning I"- (3)
D. It starts with /y/. This is not torus. This is or (4)
B. When you sea this at the end or a sent's°e you might brii.ad, hippy, awe eland. (I)

7.

osiebt.www.ojr. ©7L

-here
ou come
Z. 3.

here
4.

/h/ in hero Will you cone here? Viii 3, you 2, cone 1, hero 1
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. It-starts with Al. Will you cane 0)
B. It starts 'Wade/. The opposite ell; if (3)
C. It starts with /7/ like yell and yard. reads, "Will cons here?".(2)
D. It ends like pill and hill. This word asks a question. (1)
I. You see this at the,end of a semteace when seasons deeanot know the answer. (?)

ado I. um.14 C7 71

8.

in is

Whit is
Z.

this
thi4n

P
3.

/1/ is is that i
2s

this thing? VAR: What 3, is 2, this 2, thing__
1. . . 4.

A. It sods like sting and king. If you don't knew what it is you sight call it
)

D. It-iIimrts like where and why. This word asks a question. (1)
C. It starts like these and then. ?ha card reeds, "abet is thing?"..(3)
D. It ends like his sad flax: The card roads. "What this Tang?". (2)
B. YON sot this at the end of a sestinas when sossoni-aseenet know the answer. (7) I

I

9.

11.10 Li144. Jr. C) 7/.



J in _ ju
Can_ou

f
down P

IL

/j/ in jump Can you jump down? BAR: Can 1, you 2, jump 1, down 1

2. 3. 4.
A. It (Inds in /an/ like pan and Dan. Take, this out to the whop, . (1)

B. It starts with /y/. The opposite of me is . (2)

C. It wads like hump and lump. What can you do Weis jump repo? (3)

D. It ands in /own/ like town and crown. The opposite of up is . (4)

B. You see this at the end of a sentence when someone doesn't know the snows?. (1)

10.

.1,a w sew y. C 12.

in ar
wants this one .

/k/ in Mork Mark wants this ono. HIM Nark 1, wants this 2, one 1
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. It ands like, shark and lark. Janet's brother's name is . (1)

8. You stick your tongue out when you say this word. The ara mods, "Mark
vents one. ". (3)

C. It is 'M number that is eftsr zero and Worm two. (4)
D. It starts with /w/ like window and will. The card reeds, "Mark this one.% (2)
B. When you see this at the end of a soutanes it tells you to sto07--(.)

RalobLMIllissojr.© 72.

11.

67

__ in i e

Do- you
2.

like
3,

me ?

/1/ in like Do you like me? Do 3, you 2, like 2, se 2
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. It starts with /d/ liko dad and dim. and ends in /oo/ like to and who. The
word is . (1)

8. It begiariith /y/. It is the opposite of me. (2)
C. It ands like Mks and Ulm. The lord roads. "Do yom net". (3)
D. It owls like was. Tho opposito of you is (4)
I You see this at the, end of a sentence whiriomeone doosn't know the enewor. (9)

ItsIOLMItlimmfr. &

12.

77



68

make
3.

a cake?
f. 5.

Ata invoke Can you make a esker HAS: Can 1, you 2. make 2, a 2, cake LW2
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

A. It begins with ha/ like moues and sy. It ends in /sks/ like belie and lake. The
word is (3)

D. It boginirilth /0/ lake can and called. It ends like maks and fake. The word
is . (5)

C. It ends like pan and fan. He kept his fishing worms in an old tin (1)
D. It begins with /y/. The opposite of no is . (2)
IL It is $ letter's name. Its nano is not "WC (43
P. You sloe this at the end of s sentoode when ',mono doesn't know the answer. (T)

Ratoc.utto....).. 17_

/n/ in not Ho, you nay not* Haat to Ft, you 2, nt.y 2, not 2
1. 2. . .

A. It rhinos with play
3
and

4say.
You hear /ay/ at the end of this word. Sometimes

it asks a question or means please. The word is (3)
D. It begins with /n/ like not and new. It is the oTiiiolts of yes. (1)
C. It sounds like a letter's name. It begins with the sans letter and e.md as

yes and yell. (2)
D. It mitts like hot and lot. It also ends like got and pot. The sentence reads,

"Ho, you may t". (4)
E. When you see TUG at the and of a sentence you might be mad, happy, or stand. (1)
P. When you see this in a sentence you take big breath between words. (,)

saveLtIcAddra.4:

/o/ In an What is going on? WAR: What 3, is 2, going 3. on 2
1. 2. 4.

A. It ends like sing and.ring. It is the opposite of waiting. (3)
B. You hear /n/ at the and of this word. It is the opposite of off. (4)
C. You hear this word when you say whits and his. The last letter of this word is

net a "s". It is hidden in this sentence: Who is he? (2)
D. This word begins like why and when. Like the words why and whop, it asks a

question. (I)
E. You NW this at the and of a sentence when mesons doesn't know the answer. (?)

1116 MUNN, jr. @72.
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t

in picm e

____vvant
2 3.

pickle

/p/ in p1k10 went pickle: HOB: I 1, want 2. 2, pickle P
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. You hoar Int/ at the end of this word. You hoar /nt/ t the end of blunt and bunt.
This is word childron use over and over in a toy store. (2)

B. This word is also a letter's name. You hoar it when you say my and fly. (1)

C. This word ends like tickle and nickel. I once had techor who looked like an old sour
)

D. nrairdden
(4
the word that I an thinking of in each of these aentonce: Nark went for

s ride. A nickel, please. (3)

B. When you see this at the end of sentence you might be mad, happy, or sound. (1)

16.

adobLrummk 023 72"

err in quarter-
I love a
I. 7-- 2. 3.

Inuarter
rif q.

17.
/qu/ in quarter I have quarter. HiRs I 1, have 2, 2, quarter P

1.- 2. 3. 4.
A. It begins with /h/ like hare end how. It is used in ouch of those sontcaios: May I

have s nickel for icecream? You have my pundit (2)

B. You bear /er/ at the and of this word. What word am I thinking of if I say two dimes
and a nickel? (4)

C. The 'intones reads, "I have quarter." -What word did I leave out? (3)
D. You hear this word when you iirfry, cry, and tie. (1)

R. When you see this at the end of a sentence it tells you to stop. (.)

ado e.wousio). (0

r_ in red
Ride in the

2.
red

4.
car.

5.

In in rod P 1 the rod car. H&R: Ride 1, in 1, the 1, rd 3, car R
3. 4. 5.

A. The word I .- /linking of rhymes with what I am touching (touch your side). I think
of this word anon I say those words: car, airplane, merry-go-round. (1)

B. You hoar /ar/ whan you say far and tar. You can rid, in this. (5)
C. You hear this word when you say pin and fin. The opposite of out is . (2)
D. You hoar /id/ when you say bed and Tod. A color that soda in hod/ is . (4)
E. Listen to these phrases: the boy, the girl, the monkoy. Which word wiiTE: same in

each of the phrases? (3)
P. When you sow this at the end or a sentence it tells you to stop. (.)

11810 L Willisse Jr. 0
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70

_ ave my__
22_

/s/ in socks ,You have my
4

mysocks( WAR: You 2, have 2. 2, socks 1
. 2. 3, .

A. It ends like fly and sky. The opposite of the word your is '. (3)
B. it rhymes with rooks and locks. Listen to these phrases: brit rind butter, ooffee

and tea, shoes and (4)
C. It begins with the ---rsapsound as yes and yell. The opposite of me is . (1)
D. It begins like here and happy. If I say: I have; you have; they haverAnWI word is

the same in each phrase? (2)
E. When you see this at the end of a sentenoe you might be mad, happy, or soared. (I)

1.10.1..wns.Loh © 72..

in two
Zo three on

s.

/t/ in two One, two, three on you( WAR: One 1, two 1, three 1, on 2, you 2
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

A. It ends'in hi and is the opposite of off. (4)
B. It begins like time and tell and is the number after one and before three. (2)

C. It is the number after zero and before two. (1)
D. It ends like flee and tree. The number after two is . (3)
E. When you see this at VIe end of a sentence you might Voiin. happy, or scared. (I)

P. When you see this in a sentence you take a big breath between words. (p)

0. It begins with /y/ like yarn and yellow.he opposite of me is . (5)

Ai_ in up

,..011 you look

P.101...woh... 72

/u/ in up Can you look up? Hadi: Can 1, you 2, look 2, up 1
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. It ends like pan and tan. Mother buys tomato soup in a . (1)
B. It ends like hook and book. A word that moans the same as sae is (3)
C. It begins with /y/ like yes and yet. The opposite of me is 7-727

.

D. You hear this word when you say pup and cup. The opposite 07-230 is . .(4)
E. You see this at the end of a sentence when someone doesn't know the answer. (?)



/v/ in have Can I have this? HkR: Can 1, 1 1, have 2, this 2
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. It ends like fly and by and is a letter's name. (2)

B. You stick your tongue out when you say this word. It is in each of these phrases:
this is John, this tastes good, this is new. (4)

C. It begins like here and how. The sentence reads, "Can I thist" (3)

D. It rhymes
(1)

with pan and Dan. Something that is made of meUriiiid holin things is a

B. 1S17iie thi: st the and of a sentence when someone doesn't know the gnawer. (I)

amoktvinnese. ®1L

1

w in want
warrE something now/

2.- 3. 4.

/w/ in went I want something soil HkR: I 1, want 2, something non 3
. 2. 3. it

A. It begins with the same letter and sound as wagon and west. You hear /nt/ at the end

of this word when Tau say it. Children use this word sometimes when they are in a

toy store. The word is net "buy". (2)

B. You hear two words when you say this word. It ends like ring and king. It is the

opposite of anything. (3)

C. It rhymes with how and powl Dad said, "Don't do it later. Do it right I" 00
D. It is o letter's name. You use this word when you talk about yourself. TIT'

B. When you see this at the end of soutane you might be mad, happy, or scared. (I)

says L. Was,* 0'. 73.

x in box

,an you make a
1.

bOX
5.

/X/ in box Can you make box? HkR: Can 1, you 2, make 2, 2..box LW 2

1. 2. 5.

A. It ends like cake and lake. A hammer, a saw, and nails can lolp you things.

)3
B. It ends like fox. You can put things in it. (5)

C. The opposite of can't do something is . (1)

D. It begins like yet, yellow, and yell. 7U--opposite of the word me is (2)

E. Listen to these phrases: cow, a girl, a person, a bicycle. Whiehlirali the sane
in each of the phrases? (4)

Y. You see this at the end of a sentence when someone doesn't know the answer. (?)

PallI WUltano le. 61 71.
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I

in es
9 1 GG111 CIO

2. 3.

Malt: Yes 3. I 1, AAA 1, 44' 1/y/ in 7es Yes, I can go.
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. It boging with /a/ like get and ono. hod swing stop. croon mans . (4)

B. It mains with /y/ like yet and yellow. It is oh* opposite of no. (1)
C. It is a lather's nane. You .use this word when you talk about yourself. (2)
D. It ends like pan and fan. The opposite of can't is (3) -

F. When you se* this at the end of a sntnso it tell' souVo atop. (.)
P. When you se* this in a sentence you take a big breath botvon the words. (0

:We Lwow.), 72.

zoo
u in the

3. 4.
ZOO

5.

26.

/s/ in moo gee you in the sool Rign: See 1, you 2, in 1, the 1, goo R
1. 2. .3. 4. S.

A. You hoar the end of this word whoa you say too and goo. You can have fun catching
ordeals at the . (5)

B. You hoar the acriirThis word whom you say fie and Oros. A word that aeons the sans
as look is . (1)

C. You hoar terilifd when you say pin and fin. The opposite of out is (3)

D. If 1 say the boys the bicycly the house, which word is the sans in rsose? (4)
R. When you se* this et the and of a sentence you night be nad, happy, or soma. (I)

aslot.wasessp. e

wh
What

in what.
d2d 1 do ?

. 3. q.
27.

Ms/ in what What did I do? MR: blot 3, did 4, I 1, do 3
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. You hoar the and of this word whoa you say rid and hid. Tho opposite of "No, he

didn't!" is "Yes, he . (2)

id
D. You hoar tho

?"

ond
(4)

o tEllWord whin you say boo and hoe. Our goatee roods, "What
d I

f

C. You !ATMs letter's name when you gay fly and of. You soy this word whoa you spook

bout yourself. (3)
D. This word begins with /wh/ like when and why. Like when and why, this word also asks

question. (1)
E. You see this at the std of a sentence whom someone doesn't know the answer. (t)

asbiLmuessesr. 01)

72
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/oh/ in she What did she see? H&R: What 3, did 4. she 4. awe 1
1. 2. 3. 4-

A. It rhymes with hid end lid. The word is hidden in this sentence: He did his work
quickly. The word is . (2)

B. It rhymes with tree. A-17iiidoesn't have eyes. A tree can't . (4)
C. It rhymes with he. The opposite or he is . (3)
D. It begins like why and when. Lilco the words why and when, this word also asks a

question. (1)
E. You see this at the end of a sentence when someone doesn't know the answer. (T)

Itwit.winu...ir. n

/th/ in this Someone look at this! HkR: Someone 4, look 2, at A, this 2 -A/
1-

A. It is a compound word and begins like something and somehow. It means the same as
somebody. (1)

B. You stick your to out when you say this word. You use this word when you talk about
something but don't nt to use its name. (4) ,

C. You hear /00k/ when y say book and cook. Something you can do with your 0714 is
(3)

D. 1711Eisr this word at t el of fat and rat. It lumens on, in, neer, or towards.
The word is . (3)

E. When you seeTErgst the end of a sentence you might be wad, happy, or seared. (I)

Sail t-Willwee fr. ©71

/th/ in with Can you go with me? . R&R: Can 1, you 2, go 1, with 2, me 2
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

A. It begins like yarn and yes. The opposite or se is . (2)
D. It begins like Gus and gang. The opposite of wait is . (3)

C. It ends like myth. Instead of saying, "Put it by the we could say,
"Put it the other books.". (4)

D. It ends 1111 fie and sae. The opposite of you is . (5)
E. It ends like man and tan. If I say opener7i5rwlaht say_. (1)
P. You se. '.his at the end of sentence Weirioreons doesn't know the answer. (0

1410 LWOW.* jr. (C) 72,
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three
4.

/thr/ in three Ono, two, and tnreel HAS: one 1, two 1, sad 1, three 1
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. It begins like thread and throw. You stick your tongue out when you say this word.
It rhymes with flee and tree. The "bossy' letter "r' changes /thee/ to a number. (4)

D. You hoar this word when you say hand and lend. You hoar this word connecting these
memos: Janet and Mark, SFot and Tag. Susan and Tom. (3)

C. toptop your towe when you say this word. The number that follows eme is .

D. You do not hoer the letters that begin and end this word. You do hear /a/ at the
cod of this word.. This is a number that comes before two. (1)

E. Itaen you see this at the end of a sentemce you might be mad, happy, or scared. (t)
F. What. you see this in a sentence. you take a breath. (,)

suiet_wwwej, 11.

little
81.

/le/ in little .A ring is little. HAS: A 2, ring (1114. in Z. little 2
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. It rhymes with king and sing. If I soy the word circle. you sight say . (2)
B. You hoer this word at the end of the word his. Ycu boar this word in ais-ar these

sentences: Who is he? Ha is little. Is this yours? (3)
C. It rhymes with fiddle and middle. The opposite of big is . (4)
D. Some people say /eh/ when they read this word. It is a letEiFrii ems. (1)
E. When you solo this at the and of a sentence it tells you to stop. (.)

1 in blue
Her coat is

1. a. 3.
/b1/ in blue Her coat is blue. HMI: Her 4. coat P. is 2. blue 3

1. 2. 3. 4.
A. It rhymes with goat and boat. This is something you sight smiler on a cold day. (2)
B. You hoer /er/ at the and of this word. The opposite of him is . (1)
C. You hear /us/ at the end of this word. The color of the sky is . (4)
D. You hear this word when you soy his. You hear this word in each of those phrases:

Is red. is little, is runny. (3)
E. When you see this At the end of sentence it tells you to stop. (.)

84.
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fl fly
Th_e

in

can fl
ar.

/f1/ in :17 The fly can fly. KIM: The 1, fly 4, can 1, fly 4
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. You stick your torque out when you say this word. You hoer it in each of these phreses:
the men, the beautiful butterfly, the color. (1) .

D. It rhymes with men and fan. the opposite of mist is . (3)
C. It rhymes with my. If I say "up in the aii, you migairlsay " ". (2 or 4)
D. When you see this at the end of a sentence it tells you to stop T.

34.

abbLW1111..../". CI 71.

,ou may rpia now .
at.

u may
Y

2, Play 3. nor 3/pa In play yo1la y how .
4441

A. It rhymes with day and say. You might use this word if you want to do semethimg. (2)
B. It rhymes with hay and gay. If I say the word "toys" you might think of the word

(3)
C. iriirymes with cow and pew: The opposite of doing something later is doing something

(4)
D. TEIAS with the sane letter and sommd as yea and yell. The opposite of me is

(1)
E. When you see this at the end of a strati/nee it tells you to stop. C.)

35.

ItasILWASasalt. p 7i

st in sto.

I can not stop
L Z. 3. fL

36.
/st/ in stop I can not stop! (MR: 1 1, can 1, not 2, stop 3

1. 2. 3. 4.
A. It rhynes with top and pop. IL policeman holds up his hall& might say

(4)
E. 11 rhynes with hot and lot. Some things you can do, other things you can do.

(3)
C. it rhymes with pan and Dan. You might need an opener to open one of these. (2)
D. You hear this word when you say "pie". It is letter's name. You use this word when

You talk about yourself. (1)
E. n you see this at the end or a sentence you might be mad, happy, or seared. (I)

11.10 L.Williswe IN 11.
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What ison your
37.

/ck/ in back Whet Is on your bock? What 3, Is 2, on 2, your 3, back It
L. 2. 3. 4. 5.

A. You boor /wh/ at the beginning of this word, Ilk, why and when. This word tasks s
question. (1)

9. It rhymes with tack stet stack. The opposite cr front is (5)
C. It begins with /y/ Lk* you and yes. These ars my crayosariathsso arecrayons. (a)
D. You hoer /n/ when you say this word. You can Mamma light off and

(3)F- You hear this word when you say his. You hoar is in author these is big,Is tummy, is fast. (2)
F. You 304 this at the end of a sentence when sawn* doesn't know the answer. (7)

e-en

.30C S are

sum c.wils.mla IP IA

9re.r n

76

/gr/ in green ry socks are green. iikk: My 1, socks 1, ere 3, green 3
1.

A. You near this word when you soy car and tar. It is in each of these phrases: are
nice, ere little. (3)

B. It Apes with rocks and locks. You wear these on you feet. (2)
C. It rhymes with keen and seen. The color of grass is

. (4)
D. You hear /n/ at the beginning of this word, like msnia-iinsy. It rhymes with fly.

The opposite of your is . (1)
E. When you see this at ths-ria-of a sentence it tolls you to stop. (.)

341111.13031403. CI 72.

er in Mother
ghat did Mother See ?

Y.

/er/ in Mother What did Bother seed BAR: What 3, did 4. Mother 2, see 1 39.

1. 2. 3.
A. It ends in /er/ like her and brother. If I say brother, you might say sister. If

I say Daddy. you might say . (3)
B. It ends like flee and tree. A word that means the sass as look is . (4)
C. It ends like hid and rid. It is in each of these phrases: did it, did you, did ho.

(2)
D. It begins like whori and when. It asks s question. (1)
E. When you see this at the end of a sentence someone doesn't know the shower. (?)

Nark c.witu...p. 73..
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e _ in : _see
_ you _

_2._
see

:3._
me ?

hoe/ in soe Can you see sat B&R: Can 1, you 2, see 1, no 2
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. It ends like tie.. It ROO= the sane as look. (3)
B. It ends lilt. Dan and fan. Sometimes this word asks a question. (1)
C. It ends it':. see and tram. The opposite of ycu is - (4)
D. It Domino like yllow and yard. This doesn't beloUrrril. This at belong to

. (2)
E. ()Baryon oleo this at the end of a gentian someone doesn't know the answer. (?)

Web I-Mame fir.

40.

;ix mar--
Pin piay now ?

2. 3.. if.

/ay/ is may May I play now?
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. It rhymes :6th say and day. You are asking to do sosethinm when you use this word.
(1)

V. It rhymes with wow and pawl Don't do it later. Do it right . (4)
C. It rhymes with star and gray. If I soy bamobell, worbleo, or-EIREFors. what word

deee it cake you think of? (3)
D. If I say mm you can hear this wsrd. It is in each of thee. sentences: I can jump.

I will hop. I se. you. (2)
Z. When you se. this at the end of a sentesce someone doesn't know the answer. (1)

LAO LWIlbsua

MkR: May 2, I 1. play 3, now 3

71

ue in blue.
Are your socks

1. Zs 3.
blue

42.
/co/ in bin. Are your socks blue? BAR: Are 1, your 2, socks 1. blue 3

1. 2. 3. 4.
A. It begin* like yes end yet. The opposite of nine is . (2)
B. It starts like black and block. It is the color of talEf. (4)
C. It rhymes with clocks and stocks. You wear those on your foot. (3)
D. You hear this word when you say star and /or. It is in each of those pbroses: are

you, are thoy, are we. (1)
E. You see this at the end of a sentence when someone doesn't know the answer. (?)

Or.

61
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43.

/471:/ in too My socks are too big, MkR: My 1, socks 1, are 3, too 4, big 3
1. . . 4. 5-

A. It ends like rocks and locks. You hive a pair of these. (2)
B. It ends like fly and shy. The opposite of your is . (1)
C. It begins with /t/ like tine and tell. It means a Ion (4)
D. It rhymes with pig and wig. Sons things are little. Other things are . (5)
S. You hear this word when you say jar and car. It is in each of these sailiiao: Vs

are going now. Who are you' (3)
P. You so* this at the end of a sentence when salmons is nad, happy, or scared. (1)

sapat.rus...s. OIL

/oo/ in look Look at ay book.
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. It ends like crook and rook. A word that nee= the save as sea is (1)
B. It ends like fly and cry. You might say, 'This book belongs to raster

to say, *This is book." (3)
C. You hear this worry The and of fat and cat. It is hidden in each of these sentences:

Look at me. We eat at six. (2)
D. It rhymes with nook and look. You can read owe of these. (4)
8. When you see this at the end of a sentence it t01111 you to stop. (.)

BAR: Look 2. at 3, my 1. boor milk

VS.

aWLMIIS. 5. (1, 72.

aw in saw
tell me what you

1. 2. 3. 4.
SCiW

5.
45.

/aw/ to saw Tell ms what you saw. BAR: Tell 4, ne 2. whet 3. you 2, saw 4
1. 2. J. 4. 5.

A. It ends like draw and claw. Another word for has seen is (5)
R. It suds like tree and we. The opposite of you is 727--

.

c. It rhymes with well and fell. A word that means !Ziam as say is . (1)
D. When and why begin the same as this word. Both begin with /wh/. Liiffii words when

and why. this word also asks a smitten. (3)
E. It begins with /y/ like yard and yodel. The opposite of as is . (4)
P. When you see this at the end of A sentence it tells you to stop7-73

POO
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/ow/ in now Ws are going ham now. . HkR: We 3, are 3, going 3. hams 3, now 3
1. 2. 3. 4. 5-

A. It begins with the sane letter and sound as hams and hand. A word that moans the
piaci, where you live is . (4)

B. You hear this word when you iliy 3ar and star. it is in each of those phrases: easy
are, we are, who are. (2)

C. It fonds like cow and how. Don't do something later when you can do it right
(5)

D. It ends like king and ring. The opposite of easing is (3)
Y. It ends like be and hi. Ws use this word when we talk about severe people. (1)
P. When you ace this at the end or a sentence, it tolls you to stop. (.)

114 cr.

47.
/ou/ in out Ann, you are out! HkR: Ann 3, you 2, are 3, out 3

1. 2. 3. 4-
A. You hear this girl's name each tires you say these words: pan, fan, Don, man, and can.

(1)
B. You hear this word when you say car and far. It is in each of these phrases: are

going, are out, are busy. (3)
C. It hewing like yell and yes. The opposite of me is

. (2)
D. You hear this word at the end of shout and about. The opposite of in is (4)B. You see this at the lend of a sentence when someone is mad, happy, or searZ3714)P. When you see this in the sentence, you took. a breath. (,)

PolAh L Innlens 72.

/ar/ in Mark Hark is in the car. HkR: Hark 1, is 2, in 1, the I, car LW)
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

A. It rhymos with lark and park. It is boy's name. (1)
B. You hear this word at the and of pin and fin. The opposite of out is . (3)
C. You hoar this word at the end of his. It is in each of these sentenoarilfio is he

Is this your bile.? (2)
D. You stick your tongue out when you say this word. It is in each of theme phr. sea:

the boy, the eat, the monkey (4)
K. It rhymes with far and'tar. Let's go for a ride in the (5)P. Whin you sea this at the end of a sentinel it Lelia you (.)

Pasta.William M. 4, it-
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t -is- Min
_

/or/ in for What is this for? MR: What 3, is 2, this 2, for 2
1. 2 3. 4.

A. Why, when, and where all begin with Mt/. So does this word. Like why, when, and
where this Word also asks a question. (1)

B. You stick your tongue out when you say this word. It 1, in each of these phrases:
this ore, this little book, this old car. (3)

C. It ends in /or/. It is in each of these phrases: or you, for them, for all. (4)
D. You hear this word when you say flag and his. Our sentence reads, "What this

for?" (2) -

E. You see this at the end of a sentence when someone doesn't know the answer. (7)

sass Lemma sr. 40111

/ing/ in going Ars you going nowt Are 3, you 2. going 3. now 3
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. You beer /ins/ ulna you say sine and ring. If you aren't coming you might be .

(3)
IL You beer this word when you say oar and far. You bear it in each of these phrases:

are you, are they, are we. (1)
C. It begins with /y/ like yellow and yesterday. If this doesn't belong to me it most

belong to (2)
D. It dynes Mrpow and wows The opposite of later is (4)
E. You see this at the end of a sentence when someone doe7iarrEnow the answer. (7)

saettrna.e.s. 072.

/old/ in older Yes, MTh is older. BIM: Yes 3, Hark 1, is 2, older
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. It begins with /y/ like yard and yellow. Some answers ars no. Other answers aro
. (1)

B. It rhymes with spark and dark. A boy's name is (2)
C. It rhymes with colder and folder. Soma people are younger. Some people are .

(4)
D. You hear this word at the end of his. Our sentence reads, "Yes, Park older."

(3)
E. When you see this at the end of a sentence it tells you to stop. (.)

P. When you see this in sentence, you take a breath between the words. (,)

imiwiLwou..ell On.
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$

/a/ in and Janet and Mark, jump! MAR: Janet 1, and 1, Mark 1, jump 1 52.

1. 2. 3. 4.
A. It ends in /et/ like pat and jot. It is a girl's name. (1)
B.

downIt

ends i4n

)

/ump/ like pump end lump. What word do you think of if I say "up and
"?

C. It ends in /ark/ like park and spark. It Is boy's name. (3)
D. You hear this word at the end of sand and land. It is used to connect these names:

Janet and Mark, Ton and Betty. (2)
S. When you see this at the and of a sentence someone might be mod, happy, or soared. (I)
P. When you see this in a sentence, you take breath between the words. (0

suaa.wituar. ft. IX) 11.

_me ere now.
-2.

/s/ in Daddy Daddy, come here now. MAR: Daddy 2, come 1, here 1, now 3
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. It rhymes with some. If someone waves their hands at you, they sight be telling

You
to . 2)

B. You heer7ii7 at
(

the end of this word, but there is no letter "e" at the end of it.
Another word for father is . (1)

C. It rhymes with cow and hov.751opposite of doing something later is doing something
right . (k)

D. It begIiiigith /h/ like how and ham. It gives direction like the words there, up, and
near. You might say, "Bring it over ." (3)

K. When you see this at the end of a sentliZirit tells you to stop. (.)

P. When you see this in a sentence, you take breath between the words. (,)

eAtvam..11. 071.

/a/ in can Yes, you can go. MAR: Yes 3. you 2. can 1, go 1 54.

1. 2. 3. 4.
A. It ends in /an/ like fen and men. It is in each of these sentences: Be can jump.

She can sing. (3)
B. It ends like toe and show. Red means stop. Croon ROOMS (4)

C. It begins like yard and yell. If I shake my heed from slarra side I noon no.

If I nod my head up end down I mean . (1)

D. It begins like yellow and yesterday. --TSopposite of no Is . (2)

H. When you see this st the end of a sentence it tells You to 11707J7(.)

P. When you see this in a sentence, you take a breath between the words. (0

.91
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55.
/a/ in Ann Look out here, Ann! BAR: Look 2, out 3, here 1, Ann 3

1. 2. 3. 4.
A. You hear this word when you say shout and pout. If the catcher togs you with the bell

you are . (2)
B. It rhyneiriaTE book and crook. Another word for see is . (1)
C. You haar'this name when you say pan, fen, man, and con.
D. It begins like hand and hall. The opposite of "over there" would be "over ."

(3)
E. When you see this at the end of a sentence someone might be mad, happy, or scared. (1)
P. When you see this in a sentence, you tak. breath between the words. (0

Rabb LWU11111. B7L

/a/ in at _Look at the cat. BAR: Look 2, at 3, the 1, cat 104
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. You hoer this word at the end of fat and net. It is in each of these sentences:
Look at me. Throw AL that. (2)

B. It rhymes with hat aid int. The dog chased the : (4)
C. You stick your tongue out when you say this word:--Yris used in each of these phrases:

the nen the bike, the color. (3)
D. It rhymes with hook and book. Another word far see is . (1)
E. When you see this at the end of a sentence it tells youTiriTop. (.)

/0/ in back What is on your back? RIR: 4hat 3, is 2, on 2, your 3, back 4
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

A. It begins with /wh/ like why, when, and inhere. Yoa use this word when you want to
ask a question. (1)

b. It rhymes with tack and stack. The opposite of front is . (5)
C. You hear this word when you say his. It is in each of these sentences: Is that yours?

Who is he ? Be is eight years old. (2)
D. Y40.1 hear this word when you say Don and Ron. A light switch can be turned either off

or (3)
L. It sigra like you and young. The opposite of my things would be things. (4)
F. You see this st the end of a sentence when someone doesn't know an answer. (?)

Nan t. maw.. ®7Z
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/e/ in got Go and get Janet. MR: Go 1, and I, get 3, Janet 1
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. It ends in /0e/ like toe and hoe. If red means stop, then green means . (1)
B. You hear this word when you say band and stand. It is used to connect iriarnumps

together: Janet and Mark, Tom and Betty. (2)
C. It ends in /et/ like jet and met. It is a girl's name. (4)
D. It ends in /et/ like net and set. It is in each of these phrases: get up, get going,

got it. (3)

H. When you see this at the end of sentence it tells you to atop. (.)

Sara L & 12..

/ID/ in red My socks are red. MR: my 1, socks 1, are 3, red 3
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. It rhymes with by and sly. A word that means the emse as sins is . (1)
B. You hear this word when you say star and tar. It is in each of these sentences:

Who are you? We are ready. (3)

C. It ands in /ed/ like bed and Tod. It is a color. The color is . (4)
D. It ends in /oaks/ like stocks and flocks. You wear these on youFWT. (2)
H. When you 300 this at the end of sentence it tells you to stop. (.)

MR: Yes 3. I 1, said 3, yes 3/e/ in yes Ye1s, I said yes !
. 2. 3. 4.

A. It begins like see and Sam. If I say talk and tell, you might say.
4)

(3)

B. It ends in /es/ like less and mess. The opposite of no is
C. You hear this word when you say by and my. You use this woad'" in you talk about

something you did. (2)
D. When you see this you should ke a breath before you continue talking. (,)

E. When you see this it the end of sentence someone might be mad, happy, or scored. (I)

93
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A/ in tell Will you toll ma?
1. 2. 3. 4.

MAR, Will 3. you 2, tell 4, me 2

A. It begins like young and your. The opposite of no is (2)
B. It ends like we and he. The opposite of you is 7-747

.

C. It rhymes with hill and fill. This word asks a elation. (1)
D. It rhymes with well and sell. Tha words said, say, and talk mean almost the same as

this word. (3)
E. When you see this at the end of a sentence someone doesn't know sn answer. (1)

Rafe WIlllarne Jr. () 1%.

/i / in in Mark, I want in! MR: Mark 1, I 1, want 2; in 1
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. You hear this word at the end of pin and win. The opposite of out is . (4) .

B. It ends like lark and park. A boy's name is (1)

C. It begins with /w/ like walk and well. It onriii/nt/ like can't and went. People
use this word when they would like to have something. (3)

D. This is a letter's name that people use to talk about themselves. (2)
E. When you see this you should take a breath before you continue reading. (0
P. When you see this at the end of a sentence someone might be mad, happy, or scared. (1)

/i/ in little Make something little. MAR: Make 2, something 2, little 2
1. 2. 3.

A. It rhymes with cake and lake. Which of these three words is a "doing" word? (1)
B. It end in /1o/ like whittle and middle. Whieh of these three words tells how big?

(3)
C. It ends in /ing/ like going and morning. When you don't know the name of a thing

you might use this word. (2)
D.

1

When you see this at the end of a sentence it tells you to atop. (.)

Peph L. Williams}. 10 72.
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64.
/1/ in big Daddy is too big. FAR: Daddy 2, is 2, too 3. big 3

1. 2. 3. 4.
A. It ends in /ig/ like wig and pig. Which of these words weans nearly the saws es huge,

large. and gigantic? (4)
s. It ends in lee/ baby and funny. Another word for father is . (1)
C. You hoer this word when you say his. It is in each of these sentences WhoWho is he?

Mike is funny. (2)
D. You hear lue/yhen you soy this word. It amens lot of something. It is in sach of

these phrases: too touch, too fast, too funny. (3)
E. When you see this at the end of sentence it tolls you to_stop. (.)

a.to f§) 71.

/i/ in this Ca1n I ge3t thi s? EAR: Can 1, 11, get 3. this 2
. 2. . 4.

A. It is a letter,* nawe that you beer when you say fly, wine. and ice. You Use this
word when you talk about yourself. (2)

B. You stick your tongue gut when you say this word. It is used in each of these
sentences: Whet is this? This is new. Do you want this? (4)

C. It end* in /en/ like pan and won. It is used in each of these sentences: Put it inthe trash ten. Can I go with yeti? (1)
D. It ends in hot/ like Janet and wet. It is used in each of those sentences: I can'tget the car started. I will get it for you. (3)
E. You see this at the end of sentinele when someone doesn't know an saner. (1)

eda. L. Wits,. h. (ID 73.

/i/ in will Will you ride with we? HOE: Will 3, you 2, ride 1, with 2. we 2
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

A. You stick your tongue out when you say /th/ at the end of this wur4. It is used in
each of these sentences: Go with mo. Take it with you. (4)

B. It begins with /y/ like young and yes. The opposite of wo is . (2)
C. it ends in /ide/ like wide and slid*. A horse is fun to 7-71)
D. It ends in /ee/ like we and he. The opposite of you is (5)
E. It ends in /ill/ like fill and spill. This word asks a OUestidn. (1)
P. You see this at the end of a sentence when someone decant know .he answer. (?)

Pea, Lreausw 13,,

9 5



/i/ in is A fly is little. RAH: A 2. fly 4, is 2, little 2
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. It ends in /ittle/ like whittle. Sows things are big. Some things are . (Is)
D. When we read

1)
this as a word we say /an/. When we reed this es a letter's name we say

. (

C. VW-Hrir this word at the end of hi*. It is used in each of these sentences: Who is
that? He is eight years old. (3)

D. It ends like my and try. A bird uses his wings when he wants to . (2)
E. When you see this at the end of sentence it tells you to atop. 71--

/i/ in did What did you do? Rig: What 3, did 4. You 2, do 3
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. This word begins with /7/ like yea and young. The opposite of as is . (3)
B. This word begins with /d/ like down and did. It is used in each of traiTiontionoss:

Do you want to go? Can you do this for me? .(4)
C. It begins with /wh/ like why and when. This word asks question. (1)

D. It ends in /id/ like lid and hid. It is used in each of these sentences: Did you
tell Dad? I did my work. (2)

E. You see this at the end of a sentence when someone doesn't know an answer. (t)

/o/ in not I can not got I 1, can 1, not 2, to 1
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. It ends in /cm/ like toe and Joe. If red means stop, then green mean, . (4)
h. It ends in /ot/ like pot and hot. The opposite of can go !seen gorMT
C. It ends in /en/ like Den and ran. It is used in each of these Fihmess Yes you can.

I can Jump. (2)
U. You hear this word at the end of s7 and fly. You use this word when you talk about

yourself. (1)
E. You see this et the end of a sentence when someone is ma44,happy. or scared. (:)

sate L I. (9



/0/ in Socks Nay / play with Socks' HAM: Noy 2, 11, play 3, with 2, Socks 1
TO.

1. 2. 3. 4., 5.
A. It ends in /ay/ like day and say. The opposite of work is (3)
B. It ands in lay/ like stay and hay. It is the name of a siontrOirit can be a wo d .thst

asks a question. (1)
C. You stick your tongue out at the end of this word when you say it. It is used in *soh

of thee* sentences: Cons with me. Take this with you. (4)
D. It ends in /oaks/ like locks and rocks. The little dog has four whits feet. His feet

look like .. (5)
S. You beer tiirsliord when you say ny end fly. You use this word when you talk about

yourself. (2)
F. You see this et the end of sentence when soutane doesntt know an answer. (')

14101.111111imert. 0

/u/ in up Can you look up? Can 1, you 2, look 2, up 1
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. It ends in /obk/ like book and cook. Another word for see is . (3)
O. You hear this word when you say pup and cup. The opposite of '2Miris . (4)
C. It ends in /an/ like men and ran. It is used in each of thee* sentences: think I

can. Put it in the garbage can. (1)
D. It bogus with /y/ like young and yes. The opposite of we is . (2)
K. You ass this at the end of a sentence when someone doesn't know an answer. (7)

aaalt.willassP. (g) 7$.

72.

/u/ in truck Come ride on the truck. HAS: Come 2, ride 1, on 2, the 1, truck RW4
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

A. You hear this word at the and of Don and Ron. If I say out, you might say in. If I
say off, you might say (3)

B. It ends in /wag/ like due and luck. It is like a car, only bigger. gone carry
camont. Others carry lumber or haul gasoline. (5)

C. It ends in /ids/ like Slide and slid,. A bicycle is tun to .
so
(2)IayO. t ends like tho

(1)
word sow. If I say hot, you night say cotd7--rt I say go, you night

.
K. You TaTer-your tongue out when you say this word. It is used in each of these

sentences: The boy ran. The bird flew. (4)
P. when you see this at the and of a sentence it tells you to stop. (.)

saght.wasmoc*.

97



1

u in but..

can
2.

q
-3. %# 4.But

/u/ in but But can I go?
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. It ends in foe/ like so and no. A red light means stop. A green light weans
(4)

R. TIMM* in /ut/ like shut and hut. It is used in this sentence: But you said I could!
(1)

C. It ends in /ant/ like can and ten. Chicken and noodle soup onetime.) cones in
(2)

D. You hear this word when you say my and fly. You use this word when you tslk about
Yourself. (3)

S. You see this et the and of a sentence when someone doesn't know an answer. (T)

MLR: But 4. can 1. I 1. So 1
73.

LWI 4

II in 11

2,
duck

3.
fly?

74.

/u/ in duck can a duck fly? BOA: Can 1, 2. duck 1014, fly 4

A. It ends in fuck/ like truck and luck. Se makes quacking noise when he Wilk.. (3)

B. It ends like my and by. A wen night walk. A bird night (4)

C. It ends in /an/ like man and ran. If you are going fishiii7F6Zmight want to keep
Your fishing worms in a . (1)

D. When you read it ss a weaTia say fuhf When you reed it as letter's none you say

(2)
E. 174-7g. this at the end of a sentence when someone doesn't know an answer. (T)

a.yaLwuwry. 472.

and in sand
ome play in the

1. 2-- 3_ 4-
sand

75.

/end/ in send Come play in the sand. li&B: Cone 1, play 3, in 1, the 1, sand 113
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

A. It ends in /um/ like sons and welcome. Please here. (1)

B. It begins with fef like Sally and Sue. It ends1177indf like bend and land. It is
fun to dig holes in the . (5)

C. It ends like may and say7-7E-7.4cess time we go outside to run and . (2)

D. Y.0 hear this word when you say pin and win. I say on. you say oft 7-77-7Sy out, you
say . (3)

E. You iTaryour tongue out et the front of this word. It is used in each of these
sentences: The boy ran. The sky was beautiful. The oar won't go. (4)

V. You stop when you see this at the end of a sentence. (.)

IWO LIVIIIi44 fr. (111 72.
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an in man
_Daddy is _a man

it irMo

(-
76.

/an/ Inman Daddy is a Min. Re:R: Daddy 2, is 2, a 2, man R
1. 2. 3. 4.

A: It begins with /d/ like dime and do. Another word for father is . (1)
B. You hear this word when you say his. It is used in each of these4-iiies: is a little

boy, is very tall. (2)
C. When you read this as word you say /uh/. When you read this as a letter you say

(3)
D. ir-aa. in /an/ like pan and fan. A boy will grow to become a . (4)
B. When you see this at the end of a sentence it tells you to stop7-777

suoLvms....1: 0 71.

-own in mom _

Can we Tito town
5.

/own/ in town Maws go to town?
1. 2. 3. 4- 5.

MR: Can 1, we 3, go 1, to 2, total&

A. It ends in /ee/ like he and we. This word means more than one person. (2)
B. It begins with /g/ like good and give. It is "doing" word. (3)

C. It ends in /ue/ like who and blue. It is in each of these phrases: to school, to
the house. (4)

D. It ends in /an/ like pan and men. It is in each of these phrases: can jump, can
sing. can you. (1)

E. It ends in /5Wn/ like clown and down. A place that has houses and stores night be
called a city or (5)

P. When you see this arty end of sentence someone doesn't know an answer. (t)

somt.winumjr. TS.

77.

in in win
ark is goin to
I. 2- 3., gt.

76.

/in/ in win Ma1rk is go3.
4.

ing to winl BAR: Hark 1, is 2, going 3, to 2, win R2'
. 2. 5.

A. It ends in /ing/ like sing and ring. The opposite of coming is r (3)

B. It ends in /in/ like tin and fin. The opposite of lose is -7-731
C. It begins with /t/ like time and tell. It is used in each if- Ms* sentences: Go

to the store. I went to ride. (4)
D. You hear this word at the end of his. It is used in each of these sentences: Who is

be? Be is running. (2)
E. It ends in /ark/ like park, lark and spark. A pencil can do this. It is also bore

name. (1)
P. You see this at the end of-a sentence when someone is mad, happy or scared. (i)

2.41.wum... 4p 7z,
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et in et
Socks is your

L- Z. 3.
pet
4.

/et/ in pet Socks is your pet. BAR: Socks 1. is 2, your 3, pet R2
79.

1. 2. 3. I.
A. It ends in /ocks/ like locks and rocks. If a puppy has four white feet we might cell

him . (1)
B. It alifilwith /p/ like pickle and page. It ends in let/ like jet end bet. A puppy

or $ kitten might be kept as a . (4)
C. You hear this word when you saySII7 It is used in each of these sentences: What is

he doing? Is he going with us? (2)
D. It begins with /7/ like young. you. and yourself. If I talk about something that

belongs to you I would say, "This is baseball". (3)
E. You stop when you see this at the end-or a sentence. (.)

ump in ump

What has a
2.- 3-

s,yat.WIWu )r. 4D 12.

hump

so.
/ump/ in hump What has a hump? BAR: What 3, has R2, a 2, bump

1. 2. 3. 4.
A. It begins with /wh/ like why and when. This word asks question. (1)
B. It begins with /h/ like how and have. It is used in each of these sentences: Who

has it? He has the book. (2)
C. It ends in /ump/ like pump and jump. It begins with /h/ like here and house. A road

might have a bump. A camel might have s . (4)
D. We rood this word as /uh/. When we see aWI letter we say . (3)

( ?)
E. We see this at the end of a sentence when someone doesn't know on t?)

Relyts Ir. m 72,

ark in lark
Can a [lark

L. 2- 3_

81.
/ark/ in lark Can lark fly? BAR: Can 1, a 2, lark R, fly 4

1. 2. 3. 4.
A. It ends in /an/ like pan and men. It is in each of these sentences: Can you jump?

I can swim. (1)
B. It sometimes is letter's name. Sometimes it is the word /uh/. (2)
C. It ends like my and by. If you had wings you might (4)
D. It ends in /ark/ like Mark and spark. There thorethiirbirds. Ome was s robin.

another was a jay, and the third one was . (3)

g. You see this at the end of a sentence when someone doesn't know an answer. (?)

4..WIlliss Jr. ©7i

*00



ide in side
You are on my side i

3- 11- 5
02.

/ids/ in side You are on sty.sidel MAR: You 2, are 3. on 2, ay 1, side R
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

A. You hear this wore at the end of far and star. It is used in each of these sentences:

Who are you? Are we late? (2)

B. You hear this word at the end of bon and Ron. You can turn s light switch off and

c. TY--aRs in
(3)

Ade/ like wide and ride. Which part of my body ma I touching (touch side)?

D. It
)

ends like by and fly. You use this word when you talk about things that belong to
you. (k)

11. It begins like yesterday and young. The opposite of the word as is . (1)

P. You sire this st the end of sentence if someone is mad, happy. or ill.M70 (I)

- lumotannw.sp.4) 7i

s in rocks
Look out for [rocks

83.

looks/ in rooks Look out for rocks! 11kR: Look 2, out 3, for 2, reeks R3
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. It ends in look/ like cook and book. Your eyes help you . (1)
R. It ends in looks/ like socks and locks. Something you shairTErt throw at school

is (4)
c. It 1181-In /or/ like more and store. It is in each of these sentences: This is for

you. Who are these for? (3)
D. You hoer this word at the end of about and shout. If they tag you while plapmg base-

ball, you are . (2)
R. You see this erni-end of a sentence when somoone Is med, happy, or soared. (1)

isaliwiums.P. 4D It

up in pup
rocks is a

1. 2- 3-

/up/ in pup Socks is pup. MAR: Socks 1, is 2, 2, pup
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. When we read this as a word we say /uh/. When we read it ss a letter we say .

(3)
B. It ends in iup/ like .up and cup. A baby dog is called a . (10
c. It ends in looks/ like rooks and flasks. If your puppy haTITur white foot you night

call his
D. You hear riTiliord when you say his. It is in each of these sentences: Is is tine

to go? Mark is going swimming. (2)
E. You stop when you see this at the end of a sentence. (.)

: 101

sagoiwoulolt 4) 72,
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92

ood in o

Do you have a hood
t. a- 3- 9- 5
/ood/ in hood Do you have a hood? H&R: Do 3. you 2, have 2, a 2, hood

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
A. It ends in /ue/ like to and who. It is in each of these sentences: Mother will do

this for me. Do puppies like buttermilk? (1)
B. It begins with /h/ like here and how. It is in each of these sentences: Do you have

dime? Can I have that? (3)
C. It ends in /ood/ like good end wood. Jackets sometimes have these to pull up over

your head on a cold day. Automobiles have these over their engines. There was a
little girl named Little Red Riding . (5)

D. It begins with /y/ like young and 7.17--rr is the opposite of the word me. (2)
E. When you read this word in a sentence you say /uh/. When you see it alone you say

that it is n lower case (4)
P. When you se. this at the'ird3f a sentence.someone doesn't know the answer to

question. (9) adOWNIftwiliP.

85.

ike in bike
,,an you ride a

3 _

bi ke ?
5.

86.

/Ike/ in bike Cant tyo2u ride bike? BAR: Can 1, you 2, ride 1, 2,,bike
1. . . 4. 5.

A. It ends in,/ide/ like tide end wide. A bicycle is fun to . (3)
B. It ends in /an/ like man and Dan. It is used in each of trarientences: Put it in

the can. I know I can do it. (1)

C. It ends in /ike/ like Mike and spike. He just couldn't wait until he learned to ride
a two-wheel . (5)

D. When we read-Wariord we say /uh/. It is used in each of these sentences: Mike
went for ride. I want a new bicycle. (4)

E. It begins with /y/ like yourself, yes, and young. The opposite of the word me is
. (2)

P. You see this at the end of a sentence when someone doesn't know an answer. (?)
to a I$L.wiuuwk. ID 72.

sake, in bake

you bake Oi cake?
I- 2- 3- if- 58

.7.

/eke/ in bake Will you bake a cake? MAR: Will 3, you 2, bake a 2, cake RW4
5.

A. It ends in /eke/ like make
4.
and rake. If you want to nose a cake you mix it and then

. it.. (3)
B. TE-763s in /ill/ like h111 and Jill. It asks a question. (1)
C. It begins with /y/ like years and young. The opposite of me is (2)
D. You read it as /uh/, but when you see it in the alphabet you celrirtie letter

(4)
E. It ends in /eke/ like rake and make. It is good to eat. (5)
P, You see this at the end of a sentence when someone doesn't know en answer. (?)

slet.vnuus.p. 9

iu2



9_3

oly in say
What Laysyou ?

5 11"
88.

/ay/ in say What did you say? H&R: What 3, did 4. you 2, say R2

A. It ends in /ay/ like play and may. Said, talk, and tell moan nearly the same as .

(4)
B. It ends in /id/ like hid and bid. It is used in each of these sentences: He did his

work. -Did you are the movie? (2)
C. It begins with /wh/ like why and when. This word asks question. (1)
D. It begins with Iy/ like years and young. The opposite o' me is (3)
E. When you see this at the end of a sentence someone doesn't know ri7;iiiwer. (t)

.1411.M1111 Ir. on

of in hat
This is too that

I- Z- 3- q-

/ot/ in hot This is too hot!
. 2. 3. 4.

A. It ends in lull like moo and who. It is used in each of these phrases: too big, too

little, too much. too funny. (3)

B. It ends in /ot/ like pot and not. Some things are cold. Some things are . (4)

C. You stick your tongue out when you say this word. It is used in each of tiRirlArssaa:

this one, this is, this will. (1)

D. You hear this word it the end of his. It is used in *soh of thee. sentences: Is this

it? What is that/ (2)

E. You see this at the end of sentence when someone is mad, happy, or seared. (i)

H&R: This 2, is 2, too 3, hot R

Raab LWOW*, Ir. n.

at in fat
pOU are +00
1. 2- 3.

faf
90.

hit/ in tat You are too tat! 11 &R: You 2, are 3, too 3. fat 3
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. It ends in lull like moo and goo. It is used in each of these phrases: too for,
too slow, too test. (3)

B. Ycu hear this word when you ssy far and star. Our sentence reads. "You
too fee!". (2)

C. It ends in /at/ like hat and bat. Some people are skinny. Some people are t (4)
D. It begins in /7/ like yellow and yarn. This is for me and this is for
E. You see this at the end of a sentence when someone is nod, happy, or sesiiT(1

11614 L %MOO ft. Q 72
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ifj in pig
See the litf e

1. Z- 3 P49
'91.

/ig/ in pig See the little pig. H&R: See 1, the 1, little 2, pig RW4
1. ,2. 3. 4.,

A. It ends like threw: and tree. Look means almost the same as . (1)
B. It ends in /ig/ like wig and fig. If I say nolnk"'you might say (4)
C. It ends in /le/ like middle end puddle. Some things ens big. Somas ars

(3)
D. niriTick your tongue out when you say this word. It is used in each of these

sentences: The boy jumped. Ride the little bike. See the new games. (2)
E. You atop when you see this st the end of a sentence. (.)

Nur t.wua... e. e) 71.

ling in sing.
LO you like to

2.- 3. if.
sipg

92.

/ing/ in sing Do you like to sing? HkR: Do 3, you 2, like 2, to 2, sing R
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

A. It ends in /ue/ like to end who. It is used in each of these sentences: Do it now.
Will you do it fa:, me? (1)

B. It ends in /ing/ like something, morning, and going. A boy can . A lark con
(5)

C. Ti riide in /Ike/ like Mike and spike. You might use this word when you talk about
Ica-cream. (3)

D. It ends in /us/ like wno and fop. It is usnd in each of this, sentences: Run so the
store. I want to go. (4)

E. It begins with /y/ lik. years and young. It completes this sentence: This is for
(2)

F. gh-a-You sec this at the end of a sentence someone doesn't know sn answer. (?)
6. (0n

een in keen
Mark, this is

1. 2.- 3-
93.

/esn/ in keen Hark, this is keen! man: Mark 1, this 2, is 2, keen RI
1. 2. 3. 4. -

A. It ends in /ark/ like spark end perk. When you work in your workbook you are asked
to do this with the best gnawers. (1)

D. It ends in /son/ like talon end seen. Nest! end sharp! mean miserly the same as this
word. (4)

C. You stick your tongue out when you say this word. It is used in each of those
sentences: What is this? Do you like this? This is what I want. (2)

D. You hear this word when you say his. It is in each of these sentences: Is breakfast
reedy? Who is that? (3)

E. You see this at the end ors sentence when someone is mad, happy, or scared. (l)

2.461.wasawlia 71,

Ili 4
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op in op

Look at me L o
1. 2.. 3. 11.

95

/op/ in hop Look at me bop) H&R: Look 2. at 3. me 2 hopl
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. It ends in /NW like we and he. One is for you and ens is for e. (3)B. It ends in /ook/ like took sod shook. You do this with your eyes. 1)
C. Yeu hoar this word when you say fat. hat, and eat. It is in each of these sentences:

Moe you at school. Como hose at six o'clock. (in
D. It ends in /op/ like pop and mop. A deer can leap. A bird can fly. A rabbit can

(4)
B. TUUiio this st the end of a sentence when somoono is mad. happy, or soared. (t)

moet.wintsusiE.

/alk/ in talk I like to talk. MR: I 1. like 2, to 2. tslk P
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. It ends in Ake/ like bike and hike. This is word you might use when you talk about
ice - crass. (2)

B. It ends in /ue/ like moo and boo. It is in each of these sentences: I like to
Go to the store. (3)

C. It ands in /elk/ like walk and stalk. Birds chirp. cows moo, and people (4)
D. You hoar this word at the (Ind of why and my. You us. this word to talk StairYoursolf.

(1)
S. When you so* this at the end of sentence you stop. (.)

IWO L Mame Itt. di) it

ill in him

ide down the hill
3. 1.

/ill/ in bill Rift down the 11:11. SOR: Ride 1. down 1. the 1. hill it
1. 2. 3 4.

A. It ends in Ado/ like wide and You do this when you go on an airplane, asr.
or hors.. (1)

B.
(2It )

ends in /own/ like clown and gown. If you go up you will probably_aloo go

C. It ends in /111/ like will and mill. Another AMMO for a little mountain is a
(4)

D. Which word Nalcos you stick your tongue out in 'soh of these Orem:: the monster
across:dd. the dog barked. (3)

E. You atop when you see this at the and of sentence. (.)

0

105
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ac in oic

What is on your
1. 2- 3- 4-

97.
/ack/ in book Whst is on your book? Mks: inwsp3, is 2. on 2. your 3. book 14

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
A. You hoar t(3)his word when you say Don end Non. You min turn a light switch off and

.

B. IMMO /sck/ when you say neck ad stook. A house has a door at the front and s
door at the (5)

C. It begins wiles like mug, yours, yesterday, and you. It would sound funny if I
said, Is this you bike?" I should say, "Is this bike?" (4)D. You hear this word at the end of his. It is in Oirlrthose sentences: Who is hotIs this what you wanted? (2)

R. You see this at the end of a sentence when someone doesn't know an answer. (?)

Marl t.wisas. oh it*

i in hid
Mark something

2. 3.
/id/ in bid Mirk hid soothing.

1. 2. 3.

A. It ends in /ing/ like going and morning. If you don't know what to oil it, you fight
call it s (3)

B. It ends 1127713711ko slid and did. You couldn't find something because your little
sister it. (2)

C. It onds-177irs/ like lark and park. You can do this with a pencil. (1)
D. You stop when you see this at the end of a sentence. (.)

AM: Mark 1, hid R2, nothing 2

inn L wain.* Ir. 0,1.

old in told
Janet fold

2.
on Noun
3-

/old/ in told toot told on you! Janet 1, told P. on 1, you 2
9,.

1. 2. 3. 4.
A. You hear this word when you say Don and Bon. Bofors you can take hot off you moat

first rut it . (3)
D. It begins likrIW; yours, yesterday, and years. One for se and two for . (4)
C. It sods in /old/ like bold and sold. We on run today, but we already relliRerday.

We tell story today, but if we did it yesterday, the story has already been
(2)

D. It ends in /et/ like set and pet. A girl's name is . (1)
E. You see this at the aid of a sentence when soon* lila; happy, or soared. (t)

IWO t. W111140 Ir. 0 n

204



ell in fell
ark's socks
L. 2. fell down.

100.
/ell/ in fell Nark's cook fell OWN. Ws Nark's 1, seeks 1. fell down 1

1. 2. 3. 4.
A. It *ads in /ell/ like tell. bell. and shell. What did Mark's softie de? (3)
B. it ends In hocks/ 11k. rocks and leeks. Put on your shoos and

D. It ends in /own/ Ilke clown and town. If you shoot an arrow up. vete: wt when

C. it ends in /arks/ like larks and parks. You can make these wit
whon it

riencils Ornate. (1)

cones (4)
I. You atirWoM you goo this at the sod of a sentence. (.)

poloal LIfilloos On

In catch
an you catchl the- ban

2- 3-
/ch/ in eaten Can you catch the bell? WANt Can 1. you 2, oat eh Po the 1. boll P

1. 2. 3. k. 5.
A. it begins with /y/ Ilke years, young. and yea. TRO mown* erne is . (2)
B. It ends in /atop/ like match end hatch. What san you do with a tasebonr-T3)
C. It ends in /en/ Ilke pan, men, end ton. Menstimo I can't. Sometimes I . (1)
D. You stick your tongue cut ben you say this word. It is used iR each of

i.
sentenoes: The boy is tall. Ring the boll. (4)
It ends in /all/ like tall and sell. It is something you can bounce. (5)

P. You coo this it the end of a sontonca whoa ~ono doesn't knee an salvor. (t)

neet.wenw..1.. O it

sw in sweater
Can you eat 130i:eater

1. 5.
102.

led in meter Can you oat a motor? MR: Can 1, you 2, 445 P. 2. sweeter P
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

A. It coda in /sr/ like her and brother. You wouldn't went to WIMP this on a hot day.

B. It
)

ends in /an/ like tan and Dan. Let's throe rooks at that rusty tin . (1)

D. When we rood this latter as word we say AM/. Whom we say iiraphabst we se: 113)

C. You boor this word at the and of beat and neat. Hest the most se we can
D. You Meer /u0/ whom you say thin word. The opposite of ne is . (2)

as the letter . (4)
P. You see this sttErond of a sontonco whoa someone doesn't know an answer. (t)

107
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.

in trees
Mr. Monkey climbs frees.

1. 2. 3.
103.

/Sr/ in AMA Mr. Menke ollabs lroos. MU: Mr. to Matey Po glints Po tress P
2.

A. It bogus with /a/ like Mark sad woke. If you are ass a Miss sr a New.. than Yew ore
a

B. It
sea.

/so/ lib pony end hooey. Mosey and honey sane% ollab trees. this
Waal (2)

C.
(4

It

)

wads in /se/ lit. sees oat floes. Pat your axiom) Don't eat down Oleos

D. It) starts with J11/ Ilk, *lever sod elem. A mectoy does this bolter than he ruse.

N. You stop when you so* this at the ood of sontonse.

. awst.W01...ob 73.

/sr/ in orces Mr. Doer Is cross) 1111: Mr. Po bur ro Is 2. orose P
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. It end* in /sir/ like war sad tear. An antral you don't wont to got nod et you is
(2)

16
(I
It-14116; with /a/ like Miss sod Mrs. You don't sell a non a Miss. No le a

)

C. it ends An /NS/ Ilk. toss sad bees. denetlase we ere espy end and sad went to be
loft alone. Another word for angry and sod it (4)

D. You hear this word at the and of hls. It la sea-Unmet of thess seatemses: Me is
busy. She is beautiful. (3)

S. You so* this at the end of a soutanes when swoon* is med, happy, or soared. (I)

INAAIL.wAlimsb. m n

105.
Por/ in brown ?no oolt's tall Is brews. Malb 1b0 lo silt's P, tail P, IS 2. brown P

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
A. You stick year toogus out when you *ay this word. It Is said in each of those

sastonses: Tho boy Goa awia. Catch the ball. (1)
16 It sods lar/olts/ Ilk, bolts and jolts. A be boor is calls ''cub. A baby *beep

is called a loot. A baby horse Is called a . (Z)
C. It ends is /ell/ Ilk, moll sad sell. A dog who% be is tong. (3)

D. Ire

end. In /own/ like slows and town. Color the losses of the trim groan end the
trOk . (5)

N. You 'Vilna, word et tho ond of Vs. It is mod in sash of th000 sontoneoo: that

Y.

tin* Is St? Thls is for you. (4)

Whim you soo this in a seating* you stop. (.)

108



99

in rock

Did you catch a fro ?
1. Z- 3. Y. 5.

106.
/fr/ in frog Did yo2u catch a

4.
frog? BAR: Did 4, you 2, catch P. 2, frog P

1. . . 5. .

A. It ends in /og/ like log and fog. Who sleeps on a lily pad? (5)P. It ends in /cal like latch and church. You pitch and I'll . (3)
,.:. It ends in /id/ like lid and hid. It is used in each of these sentences: He did hiswork quickly. Did Tom call? (1)
D. It begins with /y/ like years and young. This is for as and that is for . (2)E. You read this letter as Alb/ in a sentence. sometime people read it as (4)P. You see this at the end of a sentence when someone doesn't know an snewer7ITT

sulie mums 6. t 7i

in surprise
What a big surprise!!

Z- 3- I-
-107.

/pr/ in surprise What big surprise! BAR: What 3, a 2, big 3, surprise P
1. 2. 3. 6.

A. It ends in /igl like pig, wig, and dig. A mouse is little and an elephant is
(3)

B. It ends in Axe/ like wise and rise. They didn't toll him about his new bicycle.
Whet a nice 1 (t)

C. You read thirriaer 18 Alb/. It is used in each of these sentences: t went a
bicycle. You look like you have seen a ghost. (2)

D. It begins with /wh/ like why and when. Why and when both ask questions. Often this
word too will ask question. (1)

E. You sea this at the end of a sentence when someone is mad, happy, or scared. (1)

aimmanOwear. el 73,

cl in climb
Mr. Bear can
L Z- 3.

climb /
Al/ in climb Mr. Bear can climb!

1. 2. 3. 4.
A. It begins with /el like Miss and Mrs It would be silly to calls men Miss or Mrs.

A man is addiessed as (1)
B. It begins like clover arrETWin. You can do this with stairs, ladders, and trees. (4)
C. It begins with /b/ like back and best. It ends in /air/ like tear and wear. Pussy

Mussy was . (2)
D. It ends in eke man and tan. The opposite of can't is . (3)
E. You see this at the end of a sentence when someone is mad, hiPITor seared. (1)

BAR: Mr. P, Boor P. can 1, climb P
108.

Pahl t. %WU.** Or. frg) 11.

IU9



100

s in s e

Can a rabbit skatej?
L. 2. 3. q-

11

109.
/sk/ in skate Can a rabbit skate? MAR: Can 1, 2, rabbit P. skate P

1. 2. 3. 4.
A. It ends in /it/ like bit and hit. A frog hops. This animal also hops. (3)
B. It ends in /an/ like Den, man, and ran. It is used in each of these sentences: Yes

I con. Put it in the can. (1)
C. You say /uh/ when you road this word. Its alphabet name is . (2)
D. It ends in /ate/ lrol, late and plate. You can do this on iaBirionant. (4)

-E. You see this at the end of a sentence when someone wants an answer. (?)

a.4LM0W..U.Q if.

sn in sna e

Is this your make
2- 3-

/sn/ in snake Is this your snake? BAR: Is 2, this 2, your 3, snake P
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. You stick your tongue out when you say this word. It is used in switch of these
sentences: What is this? Do you want this or that? (2)

B. It begins with /y/ like years and young. These are my skates and these are
skates. (3)

C. You bier this word when you say his. The first word in our sentence is (1)
D. It ends in /ake/ like make and cake. It wiggles and crawls. (4)
R. You see this at the end of a sentence when someone doesn't know an answer. (?)

110.

sae Lwau...n /X

/fight/ in right Are you all right? BAR: Are 3, you 2, all P. right P
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. You hoer this word at the end of all and coll. I don't want just a bite. I want it
(3)

B. Traa; in /light/ like might and light. The opposite of left is (4)
C. It begins with /y/ like years and young. The opposite of we is (2)
D. You hear this word when you say car and far. It is used in osolo77E561 sentences:

Who are you? Are you going with us? (1)
P.. You see this at the end of a sentence when someone doesn't know the answer. (?)

list" LWallwe k 72.

110



in en

..ave you had enoug
2- 5-

101

112.
/gh/ in enough Have you had enough? H&R: Have 2, you 2, had R. enough P

1. 2. 3. 4.
A. It begin, with /hi like here and how. It is used in each of these sentences: Can

I have this? Do you have chocolate ice-eresad (1)
H. It ends in /ough/ like tough and rough. This is the word you. parents use when they

have had it. "Alright kids. I've had enough . "(4)
C. It ends in /ad/ like glad and fed. Would You "Have you glad enough?" or "Have

you fad enough?" No. You would say, "Hove You enough?" (3)
D. It begins like yesterday and years. The oppositlralie is . (2)R. You see this at the end of a sentence when someone doesn't know the answer. (?)

ma+Lwiliw. 1..0 71

in city
remont is a Lotyg

113.
/s/ in city Fremont is tty. H&R: Fremont is 2, a 2, city R2

A. You hear this word when you may whist and him. Do you know what this ? (2)
B. It starts with /s/ like circle and ceiling. H it doesn't beginiaWthe letter

"a". A place where people go to shop and buy things might be town or a (4)
C. You read this as /uh/. It is in each of thou phrases: little kitten, Tr/610 tins.

(3.
D. It begins with /fr/ like friends and Zr... This is the name of a city. (1)
I. You stop when you see this at thn end of s sentence. (.)

suat.valume*. (012.

z _in was,in

that a pigeon ?
4.

114.
/s/ in wag Wag that

. 4
pigeon/ H&R: Was P, that P. 2, pigeon P

. 2. 3.
A. It begins with /p/ like pickle and pond. This is the name of bird. (4)
B. You hear /s/ st the and of fuss. You 'Isar /5/ at the end of this word but it is not

a "a". It is used in each of these sentences: Ha wss hungry. What was that? (1)
C. You stick your tongue out when you say this word. It is used in *soh of these

sentences: What is that? That is all I want. (2) aD. You read this as /uh/: a dog, a boy, beautiful butterfly. (3)N. You mee this at the end of ',atones when someone doesn't know an stutter. (1)

Mailit L. Ivtwos th 071.



115.

/aqui in squirrel The squirrel runs faster. HAB: The 1, squirrel P. runs P, faster P
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. It ends in /or/ like Mother end brother. A word that means speedier than fast is
(

h. TT-Wilma
4)
with /aqui like squirt end squeeze. This is small furry animal. (2)

C. It ends in /una/ like buns and suns. A bird flies and a boy (3)
B. You stick your tongue out when you say this word. It is used in :mesh of these

sentences: The boy ran home. Close the door. (1)
E. You see this at the end of a sentence when salmon, doesn't know en answer. (?)

Melo& LWilllem lr. 72.

116.

/ir/ in girl Earrings ore for girls! HIal: Earrings LW4. Sr. 3. for 2, girls P
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. You hear this word when you soy far end star. It is used in each of these sentences:
Ar you reedy? We ere going now. (2)

B. It ends in lore/ like more end store. It is used in each of these sentences: Who is
this for? Mike some cookies for my teeeher. (3)

C. It ends in /Inge/ like rings nd kings. Girls weer these. (1)
B. It has /1r/ in it like bird and circle. The opposite of boys sr. (4)
E. You see this st the end of a sentence when someone IS med. happy, or soared. (1)

sage Jr. O la

/ur/ in hamburger I want hamburger! I 1, went 2, s 2, hamburger LW2
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. You hoar two words when you say this word. It is something good to set. (4)
B. It ends in /nt/ like hunt and went. If you would like to have something you might use

this word. (2)
C. You hear this word st the end of my and fly. You use the word when you talk bout

yourself. (1)
b. You read this word as /uh/. It is used in each of these sentence': You have s

bicycle.- I went drink. (3)
E. You see this At the end of a sentence when someone is mad, happy, or scored. (1)

1i2

RWat.wnusieIL (110



103

ea in eat
The lamb likes to

I

/Se/ in eat The lamb likes to eat.
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

A. It begins with /1/ like look end little. A baby horse is called a colt. A baby cow
is celled a calf. A baby sheep is called a . (2)

B. It ends in /lifts/ like bikes and trikes. HeStia spinach but ice.crsam. (3)
C. You hear this word it the end of best and treat. A pig grows firrasuse he likes to

(5)
r. Trens in /we/ like glue and true. It is used in each of these sentences: Oo to the

store. Take this to school. (4)
E. You stick your tongue out when you say this word. It is used in each of these

sentences: See the rocket. The water was cold. (1)
F. You stop when you see this et the end of a sentence. (.)

BkR: The 1, lamb 2, likes 2, to 2, set P
110.

al in rain
It will rain

3.
someday.

/ail in in rein It
1
will Sin likR: It P. will 3, rain P, semedsy P

. . 3. 4.
A. You beer this word when you say hit end sit. It is used in each of these seat:oases:

what shall we name it? It was almost time to go. (1)
B. It ends in /ill/ like still and fill. Our sentence reads: It rain someday.

C.
(

It
2)
ends in /ay/ like ploy end may. The opposite of now is (4)

D. It ends in lain/ like sin end mein. Take your umbrella. Traght . (3)
E. You stop when you see this at the end of a sentence. (.)

119.

eshaLenniewe le CDT&

ew in nevi
Will a dime stay

. 2. 3. q
'new'5

/sw/ in mew Will dime stay new? H&R: Will 3, 2. dins P, stay P, hew P
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

A. It ends in /bud like time end lime. Ten pennies are the same ss (3)
B. It ends in /ay/ like may and play. The opposite of to go is to 7(1.4)
C. It ends in /ew/ like flew end stew. The opposite of old is -7-75)
D. It ends in /111/ like fill and still. It is used in each orireTi whiteness: Will

you play with me? We will go hams tomorrow. (1)
E. You read this as /W. Its letter name is (2)
F. You see this at the end of a sentence when Taii5E. doesn't know an answer. (?)

lia"Lwas...". 71.

120.
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o in boy

ark is a
Z. 3.

In.
Foy/ in boy Nark is a good boy. MR: Mark 1, is 2, a 2, good 2, boy P

1. 2. 3. 4 5. '1
A. It ends in /ood/ like wood and hood. The opposite of bad is (4)
B. It ends in lark/ like park and spark. You con use a pencil trill:8i . (1)
C. You hear this word when you say his. It is used in each of these phraiiiiis tuna.

is tuning. (2)
D. You say /:01/ when you mod this as s word. When you say its letter nano you say

g.
(3)

TV-W1-- gi in /oy/ like toy and my. The opposite of girl is
. (5)

p. You stop when you see this at the end of a sentence. (.)

smat.wm...11. 13.

in coat
Jive me my coat /

2.. 3-
122. .

/ea/ in mat Olve no my mat! MR: Olve P, ne 2, my 1, mat P
1. 2. 3. I.

A. It suds in /at/ like boot and gat. Seething you night mar on a sold day is a
(4)

B. irli el in /se/ like we and be. The opposite of the word you is (2)
C. It begins with /g/ like got sad go. It is nimel it to wirTIT.
D. It ends Ilk, m and fly. You me this word whoa Arm Meat essethlog you ma. (3)
g. You see this at the end of a sentense when semen* is mad, happy, or moored. (I)

11Ubl.W1111ft 11,

ow in show
Mark vent to the show!

11. 5
-

123.

/iw/ in show Mirk went to the show. MR: Nark 1, went R. to 2, the 1, show P
. 2. 3. 44 54

A. It ends in /out/ like spent end cant. We are going skating. nia lest Saturday.

B.
(2)
You stink your tongue out in seek of those phrases: the boy, the girl, the Away.
Which word mhos you stick your tongue out who:: you say it? (4)

C. It endsin /m/ like now and row. A word that mass nearly the sane as oasis is
(

D. 11-1101 in
5)
Arki like lark and spark. A boy's sins is . (1)

S. Ieat

t
in /m/ like who. It is used in each of these WiTis: to run, to Imp, to

.

P. You stop whin you see this at the end of a sentence. (.)
MIAleWiNi".11.
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105

/re/ in meadow The meadow is green. WA: The 1, meadow P. is 2, green 3
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. It ends in /len/ like seen and teen. If I say grass, what color do you think of? (k)
B. It ends in /ow/ like show and avow. The sheep are eating grass in the (2)
C. Say these phrases with no: the green car, the busy bee. Which word idiZE-Of the

phrases nede:yeu stick your tongue out? (1)
D. You say this word when you say his. Our sentence reads, "The meadow green."

(3)
B. You stop when you see this at the end of a sentence. (.)

"7" is 1 in by, fly and why. MOR: by P. fly 4, and 1, Why P

A. It ends in / like ny. If you were bird you could to this. (2)
B. It ends in / / like cry. This word asks a question. (4)
C. It ends in / / like try. A fly just flew (1)
D. You hoar this at the end of sand and land.--n-Zonnects each of these phrases: Janet

and Nam Tow and Betty. (3)
E. When you sere this at the end of a sentence it tells you to stop. (.)
P. When you se* this in a soutane* it tells you to take breath. (,)

)."..was,.*. els

" " is e in

pUppy, Mary arld monkey.

i2.
"7" is Tin puppy, O and monkey MB: puppy P, Mary P. and 1, monkey P

1. . 3. 4.
A. It ends in /es/ like happy. A baby horse Is called a colt. A baby dog is called a

B. rrs in
(1)
/**/ like silly. It is a girl's mane. (2)

C. It ands in /es/ like funny. This animal can hang by his tall. (4)
D. You hear this at the and of bond. We use this word to connect *lords together: caws

and se*, this and that. (3)
K. When you see this at the end of sentence it tells you to stop. (.)
P. When you see this in a sentence it tolls you to take breath._ (,)

jib

a.h 1...WInaml In 0 7n.



ust in must
Lust go now

1.-
127.

lust/ in must why must I go now? BkR: Why P. must I 1. go 1, mow 3
5.

A. It ends like my and by. It asks questions like the words where and when. (1)
B. It ends in /ow/ like cow and how. Don't do it later. Do it right . (5)
C. It begins with /mi like mine and meadow. A word that maims you Morino something

is . (2)
D. It --ITCs with /g/ like good and gone. Get ready. on your nark. get set, . (4)
E. You hear this-word when you say by and my. When you talk about yourself you use this

word. (3)
P. You see this at the end of a sentence when someone doesn't know an answer. (I)

oteot.wuswsir. ®7i

im_ in T177-
ome and help Tirr_di

2. 3. It.

/lm/ in Tim Come and help Tim! MR: Come 1, and 1. help P. Tin
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. It begins with tel like can and catch. Gime the mailman came yesterday, maybe he
will again today. (1)

B. It bWinii with /h/ like here and how. If you were being chased by a monster, what
would you yell for? (3)

C. It ands in /imi like him and rim. It is a boy's name. (4)
D. You hear this word when you soy hand and land. It is used to connect each of these

phrases: Janet and Nark. Tom end Betty. (2)
E. You see this at the end of a sentence when someone is mad, happy, or scared. (2)

esf in res.!'

,o you want to
Z. 3. 4.

inciet.wasuek. /I.

128.

red ?
5.

/est/ in rest Do you went to rest? Do 3, you 2. want 2, to 2, rest P
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

A. It ends in /nt/ like bent and seat. Children use this word when in Ak toy store. (3)
B. It ends in /est/ like test and nest. I'm tired. I think I'll lie down and

(5)
C. It ends like who and to. There's nothing to . (1)
D. It ends like do an:10w. It is used twice in7lEtisentences It is time to go to

school. (4)
S. It begins with /y/ like your and years. The opposite of me is . (2)
P. You see this_at_the and of a sentence when someone doesn't know an answer. (?)

129.

Ittls 1..Wiiliius IN 7S.
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all in 611
lk down the

Z. 3
hall

4.

/ell/ in hall Walk_down the hall! MR: Walk R. down 1, the 1. hall
130.

1. 2. 3. 4.
A. It ends in /own/ 'Ike clown and town. You throw a bell up end then it cones .

(2) .

B. Liston to these phrases: the green car, in the way. Whioh word in each phrase makes
you stick out your tongue when you say it? (3)

C. It ends in /all/ like ball and cell. You walk down this. It often hes rooms on either
side of it. (4)

D. It ends in /elk/ like talk and chalk. A bird can fly. A men must . (1)
t. You ses this at the end of a sentence when someone is mad, happy, cariTeiFed. (()

SOO LIVISSiass ft. 0 11

a e in lake
/lie swim at the

1.7 2. 3. lf. 5.
lake

/.k./ in like We swim In the lake. BAR: We 3, owl* P, in 1, the 1. 10:0
131.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
A. You heir this word when you soy win end spin. The opposite of out is . (3)
11. It ends in /in/ like him end Jim. It is something you can do in a pear72)
C. Which word in these phrases sakes you stick your tongue out: in the house, en the

bike? (4)
D. It sada in /eke/ like make and Mike. You sti.ght catch a fish in tbo

would
g like he and

(1 )

(5)
1. It Emi me. When you are talking about yourself end snoini.psrson you

say .

P. You stop wEirPu see this at the end of s sentence. (,)

allpb L. Winless JIN 373.

ay in day

Happy bit. cily] to you

/ay/ in day Nappy Birthday to you( BAR: Nappy P, Birthday t, to 2. you 2 132.

1. 2. 3. 4.
A. It end, in /ue/ like do and who. It is used in **oh of these phrases: to the

carnival, want to go. (3)
B. It ends in /eel like puppy and monkey. The opposite of sod is . (1)
C. It ends In /ay/ like play end stay. The date on which you were born is called your

(2)
D. TTMilne like yesterday and yellow. The opposit of ma is . (4)
B. You see this at the end of a sentence when someone is mod, NIPPY. or scored. (1)

ado Lwow...1K ©7t

I
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a in see

1 (ARIZ h934ppy,n191-1-1-cil
133.

/ad/ in sad I an happy. not sadl MAR: I 1. an P, happy P. not 2, sad R2
. 2. .

A. It ends in
1
/ot/ like pot

4. and.
hot. The opposite of pan is can . (4)

B. You hoes this word when you say Ran and hen. You beer it in OWES73? this* phrases:
an going to. Ian looking at. (2)

C. You hear this word when you say my and try. People use this word whim they talk about
themselves. (1)

D. It ends in /oe/ like puppy and silly. The opposite of sad is . (3)
E. It ends in /ad/ like had and bad. If someone Is not happy. taraikt be (5)
P. You moo this at the and of a sentence when someone is mad, happy, or soarerTT)
0. You take a breath when you see this in a montane'. (,)

MO IN 12

if in hit
Can you [hit] a bail I

2- 3. if; 5.
34

/it/ is hit Can you hit a boll? MR; Can 1, You 2. nit , a 2# bell P
1 .

4. 5.
A. It begins with /y/ like years and yes. The opposite at no is (2)
D . It ends in /sn/ like fan and ann. Put the garbage in the Ti)
C. It ends is /all/ like call and tall. You can bounce a ---7--(5)
D. You road this as /uh/. Whoa you Oe it is letter You say . (4)
g . It ends in /it/ like fit and sit. You can do this with o bairiarr and a bet. ,(3)
P. You moo this at the and of a sentonce when someone dossnet know an answer. (t)

; aaML.wanon m 72.

ick in lick

Can you a pickle ?
i. 2. 3. 1- 5.

'135.
/ick/ is lick Can you lick a pickle! IMR: Can 1, you 2, lisk # 2, pieklo P

4. 5.
A. It begins with /p/ like pop and pin. Some of thus* are mmet. Sone of thome ITS sour.

(5)
D. It )begins with /1/ like look and light. You stick your tongue out when you do this.

C. It rhymes with pan and tan. The opposite of cannot is (1)
D. It begins with /7/ like yes and yesterday. The oppositrXr; is . (2)
S. You reed this as /uh/. It is used in oath of those *rem; new *an. go for 8, (4)
P. You mos this at the end of a se:steam' when someone_doeset.know the answer. (?)

AM 1. wawa. jr. n.
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light .

makes a shadow.
3- °I. 5

3h.
/Ight/ in light The light ma

2 3.
kes shadow. UhR: The 1. light nekso 2, a 2. abd1ow t

4. 5.
A. Which word in these phrases makes you stick your tongue out: in the water. over the

roof? (1)
t. It sods in /00 like show and snow. This is your silent friend on a sunny way. (5)
C. It is used in oath of those phrases: a new boy. big cat. (4)
D. It ends in /ekes/ like flakes end shakes. Which of these words is doing word? (3)
Y. It ends in /i$ht/ 11%o right and night. The opposite of dark Is . ,(2)
F. You stop when you see this at the and of sentence. (.)

smoi.«55.55th m 73.

'skin wish
Mr. fish, make a FwVil,

Z. 3. q-. 5
/ish/ in wish Mr. Fish, wake a wish. UM: Mr. t. Fish t. wake 3. a 2, wish

1. 2. . . .

A. It ends in /ske/ like ca4 5
ke and rake. Which of these words is a doing word? (3)

g. It ends in /ish/ like swish. What are you supposed to do Infer* you blow out the
candles on your birthday cake? Make * (5)

C. It begins with /ml like Miss and Mrs. Tirawldn't call a boy Miss or a Mrs. Me

D. It enl-I5-/Ish/
(1)

like wish and swish. If you are a good swimer. someone might eel
you could trim like a (2)

E. You hear this word as 7887-In each of these phrases: good time, a little while.
(4)

P. You stop when you see this at the end of a sentence. f.)
O. You take a breath when you see this in s sentence. (,)

is.10,Lemmweep.C1 llb

137.

et in set
Mo+her sef her hair,

3.
/et/ in set Mother sat her hair. Uldl: Mother 2. set her 4. Swart

1. 2. 3. .
A. It ends in Alr/ like foir

4
and lair. You can comb this. (4)

B. It ends in /sr/ like after and either. The opposite of him is (3)
C. It ends in /or/ like teacher and pitcher. The opposite of brotai-ii sister. The

opposite of father Is . (1)
D. It ends In /et/ like pir7:41- jet. A word that =MS to put something down is

(2)
E. You stop when you see this at the end of a sentence. (.)

138.

isiglILW1044.. 71.
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op__ in top
Did you see my [bpi

L. 2. 3- 11. 5.
131.

/0p/ in top Did you so. ny top? RWR:- Did k, you 2, see 1, 142 I. top la

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
A. It ends in /ee/ like tree end three. You do this with your oyes. (3)

D. It ends in /id/ like hid and rid. It is used in each of these phrases: did his work,
wart did the. (1)

C. It begins with /t/ like time and tell. It is something that spina. (5)
D. It ends like fly and cry. You use this when you talk about things that belong to you.

)4
Y. It begins with /y/ like years and young. The opposite of me is (2)
P. You see this et the end of a sentence when someone doesn't know en chewer. (I)

ftiot..w6a...,..db

unin run
David likes to-I; z. 3.

run
4.

/um/ in run David likes to run.
1. 2. 3. 4.

A. It begins with /t/ like tell and town.
to jump, to sing a little. t3)

B. It ends in /ikes/ like bikes and trikss.
candy and ice.crean. (2)

C. It begins with /r/ like rabbit And red.
D. It ends in /id/ like hid and did. It is
E. You stop when you see this at the end of

FICR: David F, likes

It Is used in each of

Mark uses this word

The opposite of walk
boy's none. (1)

a sentence. (.)

2, to 2, run

those phrases: ping

when he talks about

is . (h)

UR.

soebt.wiamoSn 72

eep in peep

Cana sheep we
- 3. -11-7

141
/sap/ in peep Can a sheep peep? WWI: Con 1, 2, sheep 2, poop R

.

2. 3. 4.
A. You hear it IS /uh/ in each of these phrases: Ina now CAP . monster growled. (2)
B. It ends in /an/ like plan and man. The opposite of carnot is . (1)

C. It ends in /00p/ like keep and deep. It is the noise that a baralekon makes. (4)

D. It ends In /eep/ like beep and steep. When a baby lamb grows up he will be called a
(3)

E. ofuTie this at the and of a sentence When someone doesn't knew an answer. (?)

emb1/496,60.14 71,
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°gin
C119 youfe3 I the

AZ.
/NI In fog Con you fool ths fog/ Na: OM 1. you 2. fool P. the 1. Iblt

2. 3. 4. 5.
A. It olds in /eel/ lake heel end steel. It Is word that mane to touch. (3)
N. It ends as /so/ like Den sad ten. Whom should I put the garbage? In the gorbsgs

(1i
C. IISiiine wth lyl like young sad years. the opposito or no Is . (2)
D. Wish word makes you Wok your tengwo out la *soh of this. phrigirInta the deep

water. ever the noon. (4)
1. It ends In /og/ like log sad dog. It looks lilts a lee aloud. (5)
r. You see this at the and of goatees' when unease doesn't knew thy, answer. (f)

ouLinir...11.6 1$.

111

143.

/set/ in gat Help no teb the goat, Mkg: Nelp P. as 2, satla r. 1. gee* 2W4
1. 2. 3. 4. S.

A. It suds In /tsh/ like notch and 'etch.. You de this with. bosebell. (3)

S. It ends is /so/ like we sad be. opposite of you Is . (2)

C. Which words asks you Wok your tempo out la and of thMeesesos: as the big peed.
the top of. (4)

D. It bogini with /g/ like get sad geed. It Is an signal. It Moult sense. It deosalt
crew. (5)

S. It begins with Al Ilk. here and hew. If you fell in Nap veteran' souldn't Ma.
this Is whet you would yell. (1)

r. You is this at the end of sentence when SONOMA is nod. happy. er seared. (a)

sdt.willanor. 07?.

WS/elk/ in walk Con s walk talk? NIP: Oa 1. s 2, walk 3. MS P .

1. 2. 3. 4.
A. It ends in /on/ like man sad pen. It Is used in web of these sentonses: I sea mt.

A bird an fly. (1)
D. It is reed se /ub/ in wish of these) pb'ss.e: gamey master. in piddle. (2)
C. It begins with /t/ like tt*a ono toll. It Is sonething you eon Is in s Woollens. (4)
D. It booing with /w/ like want end wont. Your foot help you to do this. (3)
S. You so, this at the end eta sentence when someone doesn't know an answer. (f)

121
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toy
/ey/ to toy Soo my sot

1. 2. 3.
toy!
4.

INN: Soo 1. of 1, am y, toy

A.
itends Ilk* by end fly. You us* this word whoa yea talk about something that Wants

to
P. it ends in /ow/ like fwm and flew. opposite of old le (3)
C. It ends in /os/ like ire* end throe. it is a word that neelia-iiirly the some as leek.

(I)

D. (t boningboning with /t/ liko toll ond to. It is something you night get for yourbirthas7.

You see this et the one of a esatens, when Mooeso is oat, hew. or ware. 1)

144.
/sko/ in bake Will you bilk* a sake? 10.2: Mill 3. pee 2. bait, . a 2, oak* LIR

1. . .

A. It begins with /7/
2
liko

3
Yol
4.

sod
5.
MM. The ,Y eft is . (2)b. It bogies with /k/ like woe eft tow, It is good to eat. tg-----

C. you momr it me /um/ in *ash of tins, phressa: a saw Noy, into a big *awe. (4)D. It owls in /ill/ like hill end till. It is used in ogeb of this. sestamos: I willtrig( it tookorrow. will you lean am your bleyele (1)
S. It Molina with /b/ Ilk, big and best. Pint you nix a sake. Next you it. (3)P. You goo this at the ono of e onstoneo when someone deosott knew sn enstio771)

amos.'muo...p.072,

/ip/ in rip Do I see a rip? NIX: De 3, I 1. sof 1. 2. rip
2 3. 4. 5.

A. It ends in /os/
.

like tram end thew. pleases help see peoplo to do this Moir. (3)B. You 444r this word at Lb* end of by ands,. toopl moo this word when they talk skeetthensolwea. (2)
C. It begins with /r/ like ride and rats. It moans nil t17 the some Si the word tor. (5)D. You bier this word as /oh/ in seek of these phrsoos: in a flesh, s busy street. (4)S. It ends in /us/ like to art who. It Is amid in with of these phrases: de little.eon do it. (1)
F. You so, this at the end et s sontense, Whoa softens Mean knew as aolloot.

222.
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an in fowl

.Jan you feel the
3. q.

fanl?

i'e.
/n/ in fan Can you feel the fen?

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Hadt: Can 1. you 2, feel P. the 1, fan R2

1. It ends in /eel/ like heel and keel. It is a word that means to touch. (3)

B. Which word in these phrases makes you stick your tongue out: in the morning. the boy

rent (4)
C. It begins with /y/ like years and yesterday. The opposite of me is . (2)

D. It begins with /f/ like fine and for. You might use one of these on-iiME day to cool

your elf. (5)
E. It ends in /an/ like Den and men. Soup sometimes comes in . (1)

F. You see this when someone doesn't know en answer. (?)

Ralik L111111.10k49 /2

149.
/em/ in Sam Go and get Seed MR: Go 1, and 1. get 3. Saw

1. 2. 3. 4.
A. It ends in /et/ like met and pet. It is used in each of these phrases:_ to get wet,

to get ball. (3)
B. It begins with /s/ like see and socks. It is s boy's name. (4)
C. You beer this word at the end of bend and band. It connects these nom.: Janet and

Mirk, Tom end Susan. (2)
D. It ends in AO like the word. so end no. Red means stop. Green means . (1)
E. You see this et the end of e sentence when someone is med, beFpy, or soar...a-7-(1)

IAA t.Willisos 41)72.

ong in long

Iamb has on

150.
long/ in long The lamb has long legs. MR: The 1, lamb P, has 112, long P. legs P

A. It begins with /h/ like how and have. It is used in each of these sentences: Who
has it? He has a new bike. (3)

B. Which word in each of these phrases makes you stick your tongue out: the explosion,
into the red hot lows? (1)

C. It ends in hogs/ like pegs and kegs. Your feet and ankles are connected to these. (5)
D. It ends in /am/ like Sam and ram. A baby sheep is called a . (2)
E. It ends in /ong/ like song and strong. The opposite of shorrri .' (4)
0. When you see this at the end of sentence it tells you to stop. 177--

saws Lwauses ia 72.
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APPENDIX C

PLAY-AT-HOME GAMES
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